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YOUR RUNNING 
HEADQUARTERS
NIKE again offers an addition to its high performance shoes for runners.
When performance counts, there's never been a better reason to lace on a pair.
THIS MONTH FEATURING THE
PEGASUS
* Air-Wedge unit in Heel
* Non-Stretch Nylon Upper
* Variable Width Lacing Systems
* Extended Heel Counter Support
* Forefoot Flexibility Notches
* Dark Grey/Navy Blue
The PEGASUS. Designed for peak performance for the 
serious runner.
The PEGASUS is a versatile shoe, suitable for both training and racing on a variety of surfaces. The 
waffle geometry allows use of the PEGASUS on varied terrain.
The PEGASUS is designed with a full-length Tomilite midsole used in conjunction with the unique 
Air-Wedge unit. This unit delivers 100% of its exceptional rearfoot cushioning throughout the life of 
the shoe.
VISA
MAINE MALL/South Portland/Monday thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m./773-81 31 MASTERCARD 
NEWINGTON MALL/Newington, NH/Mon. - Sat. 10-9:30/Sun. 12-5/(603) 431-4304
P.O. Box 259, E. Holden, Me. 04429
rft
Rock E. Green - A name that means 
hard-nosed LONG distance racing in 
Maine. The Rock has started this 
spring with a vengeance. When asked 
how he would do in the 1st Annual 
Great Downeast Maine Marathon he 
replied, "I’d like to run 2:35.”
He ran 2:34:02. The very next weekend 
he turned a 1:23:38 win in the hilly 
Boston Primer. Along with names like 
Joan Benoit, Kim Beaulieu, Lawson Noyes, 
Gary Cochrane - Rock’s name brings 
visions of marathons or longer distances 
to mind.
This is going to be the year of the 
marathon here in Maine and throughout 
the U.S. as athletes try to make the 
Olympic Trials. Many like Bruce Bickford 
and Andy Palmer will be concentrating on 
the shorter distances in order to gain 
valuable leg speed, but others will keep 
hammering away at 26.2 miles in an effort 
to make the trials. This will be a great 
12 months to watch our fellow Mainers as 
they work toward that Olympic dream.
I just hope I can get in good enough 
shape to watch the women try to run 
2:51:16 to qualify for the trials.
In this issue I take a look at the 
upcoming Maine Coast as well as Maine’s 
other four marathons. That’s right. 
With the advent of the Sugarloaf Mara-
thon, the state will be able to boast 
five of the finest marathons in New 
England.
Check the calendar for 50 races in 
May and June! And pour through the 
14 flyers. Start getting in shape 
there are four marathons to go this 
year!
MAY AND JUNE CALENDARS 2-4
50 late spring and early summer road 
races highlighted by the Maine Coast 
Marathon and Larry Allen’s last Cran-
berry 5K. Larry’s moving to Florida 
but brother Gary will keep the great 
race going.
MAINE’S MARATHONS 5-11
A look at Mickey Lackey’s first Great 
Downeast Maine Marathon as well as a 
glance at the Maine Coast and Casco 
Bay and an article about the Bunyan. 
You’re not going to miss the first 
Sugarloaf Marathon are you? If you’ve 
never run one before, perhaps this is 
the year to take the leap.
BOSTON 12-13
A look at how Maineiacs did in Beantown.
A special tribute to Kim Beaulieu who 
qualified for the 1984 Olympic Trials 
by just ONE second.
AND IN THE REST OF THE WORLD... 14-15
Bill Peabody raps up winter and starts 
looking forward to summer track. Watch 
next month for an article on the World 
Championships.
THE PACK 16-20
The results of the Great Downeast 
events and the first Milk Run in 
Portland are featured.
CRANBERRY UPDATE 21-22
Will you be running on Cranberry Island 
this summer? Find out who the first 120 
or so were to get their applications in. 
Don’t give up hope though; there will be 
a random drawing of more than 100 more 
names on the 13th of May.
Maine Running is published monthly at 
Bangor
Editor: Robert Booker
PO Box 259
E. Holden, Me. 04429 
Telephone: (207) 843-6262
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20TH ANNUAL THREE-IN-ONE DAY ROAD RACE. Lewiston. Contact: 
Lewiston Recreation Department, 65 Central Ave., Lewiston,
Me. 04240 or call 782-5951.
BOB RICE MEMORIAL 10K. USM in Portland. Contact: John Keller 
at 772-0069
"PEOPLE DIE, DREAMS DON’T". The Terry Fox Memorial Runs in Bangor 
Caribou and Ellsworth on the 1st and Portland on the 7th. See 
the flyer for the Portland race in the April issue.
MAINE TAC 3K SERIES. Mark’s Variety opposite Lisbon High, Route 
196, Lisbon. Race director: Roland Trottier. 1 p.m. start.
For youngsters up to and including 14 years old. Meet fee is 
$.25. $4.00 TAC registration is necessary. Contact: Lou
Lambert, 354 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Me. or call 829-6253.
BRUNSWICK ROTARY ROM RACE. 10:00 a.m. from Brunswick Jr. High. 
10K Contact: Brian M. Perkins, 163 Park Row, Brunswick, Me.
04011 or call 725-4327 $3
ATHLETIC ATTIC 5 MILE. 8:00 a.m. at the Bangor Mall Contact:
Skip Howard, Athletic Attic, Bangor Mall, Bangor, Me. 04401 or 
call 947-6880.
EMBDEN 10K. 1:00 p.m. from the Embden Elem. School. $2 entry.
Fun run and school fair for kids.
BIDDEFORD 15 MILER. 10:00 a.m. from Biddeford Jr. High. See 
the flyer in the April issue or contact: Bruce Brunelle, 31 
Herring Ext., Biddeford, Me. 04005 or call 284-5645
MOTHER'S DAY FUN RUN. 1:00 p.m. from the Tremont Community 
Center. 2 or 4 mile course to choose from. $1.50 for adults;
$.50 for kids. Contact: Marty Lyons, Harbor House, Southwest 
Harbor, Me. 04679.
THIRD ANNUAL ROCKY COAST ROAD RACE. 10:00 a.m. from the Booth- 
bay Region YMCA. See flyer.
WGAN 4 MILE. North Port Plaza, Washington Ave., Portland.
Contact: Dave Silverbrand 797-0330. Date tentative MTC Event
SRI CHINMOY 5K RACE. 8:00 a.m. from Brunswick High. See flyer
ORONO CHALLENGE RUN. 10:00 a.m. from Orono High School. A 5 
miler. $5 pre? $5.50 post. T's to first 100. 5th annual 
proceeds to Orono Boosters Club. Contact: Charles Ryan, 381 
Wedgewood Dr., Veazie, Me. 04401
GREAT SPRING CLEAN-UP ROAD RACE. 10:00 a.m. from Opal Myrick 
School. See flyer.
MAINE COAST MARATHON. Maine's largest! Kennebunk to Biddeford. 
Contact: Dick Roberge, 110 Union Ave., Old Orchard Bch., Me.
04064. See flyer in March issue. MSRC Event.
MEMORIAL DAY 5 MILER. 10:00 a.m. from Gorham High. There is 
a 1.5 mile race for 12 year olds and younger. $3 day of race 
for the 5 miler. Contact: Ralph Towle at 839-5949 after 5.
THE INN RACE. 11:00 a.m. at the Sports Inn in Caribou. Contact: 
Nancy Jackson. This the second in a series of 5 5-mile races 
in the county called the Northern Challenge. Prizes will be 
awarded the top performers in four of the five at the final 
event, August 13th in Presque Isle. Contact Larry Mangus for
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More details.
MEMORIAL DAY BACK SIDE RIDE. 1:00 p.m. from Harbor House. A 10 
Mile Bicycle Race. $5.00 T's to first 50. Contact: Marty Lyons, 
Harbor House, Southwest Harbor, Me. 04679.
MARSH STREAM STAMPEDE. 10:00 a.m. from the Monroe Country Fair.
10K course. Caps to first 60. $5.00 pre; $6.00 post. Contact:
Bill Dopheids, Box 53, Monroe, Me. or call 525-7708
3RD ANNUAL ZONTA 5 MILER. Colby College in Waterville. Contact:
Marj Lalime, 67 Violette Ave., Waterville, Me. 04901
OFFICER FRIENDLY RUN. So. Portland. Contact: Bob Coughlin 773-0807
BORDER CITY CLASSIC. 5 Miler in Caribou. Contact: Larry Mangus, 
UMPI, Presque Isle, Me. 04769
THE SECOND ANNUAL CAMDEN 10K FOOT RACE. SEE FLYER
UNION TRUST 4 MILER. 9:30 a.m. from Union Trust Drive-in on State 
St. in Ellsworth. See flyer.
DIXMONT HILLS 10K ROAD RACE. 10:00 a.m. from Dixmont Gold Crest 
Riders Clubhouse. See flyer.
BENEFIT RUN FOR SPECIAL OLYMPICS. 1:00 p.m. from Maremont Corp, 
in Saco. See flyer.
3RD ANNUAL LES FEMMES D'ACADIA FOOT RACE FOR WOMEN. 3:00 p.m. 
from the Harbor House in Southwest Harbor. 6.5 mile course.
$5.00. T’s to first 50. See contact at May 30 (Harbor House)
NINTH ANNUAL GREAT MAINE RACE. 10:00 a.m. from Land’s End on 
Bailey's Island. See flyer.
THOMAS PARK 4.3 MILES. 6:00 p.m. in New Sweden. Contact: the 
Aroostook Joggernauts (Larry Mangus address at June 4)
HAMPDEN 8*5 MILER. Contact: Skip Howard, PO Box 562, Bangor,
Me. 04401.
SUMMER TRIATHLON (Run, Canoe, Bike) Team competition in Caribou. 
Contact: the Joggernauts (See June 15)
FIFTH ANNUAL MAINE-LY LADIES INVITATIONAL. 10:00 a.m. from Old 
Orchard Bch. High. 4 miler. $3 pre; $4 post. Contact: Jeanne 
Berthiaume, 4 Mountain View R., N. Waterboro, Me. 04061 or call 
247-5436
THIRD ANNUAL FRONTIER'S DAY ROAD RACE. 9:00 a.m. from Lisbon 
High School. See Flyer.
FAIRFIELD'S FIRST NATIONAL JUNIOR OLYMPIC FUND RAISING 10K ROAD 
RACE AND FUN RUN. 10:00 a.m. from Lawrence High. See flyer.
DOC'S TAVERN. 3 Miler in Biddeford. Contact: Mike Gendron
MSRC Event.
GREAT CRANBERRY ISLAND 5K. Entry deadline May 11th. Contact:
Larry Allen, 470 Birch St., Apt 2, Bangor, Me. 04401.
ORONO FESTIVAL DAY 5.5 MILE ROAD RACE. Contact: Bruce Locke,
Orono P & R Dpt., PO Box 150, Orono, Me. 04473 or call 866-2856.
POTTLE HILL 10 KM AND RUN RUN. 9:00 a.m. from Mechanic Falls 
See flyer.
25 EIGHTH ANNUAL TOUR DU LAC. 8:15 a.m. from Bucksprot High.
See flyer.
25 Loring "Cookie Run" 10K. From Loring AFB. Contact: Joggernauts 
(Address above)
26 GREAT KENNEBEC RIVER RUN. Certified half marathon from Kennebec 
Valley YMCA, Augusta. 8:00 a.m. 2 mile fun run too. Contact: 
Russell Martin at 622-1258 MRR Event.
26 THE SOLSTICE STRUT. 10:00 a.m. from the Auburn Mall. See flyer.
UPCOMING EVENTS: 
Bunyan Marathon,
See the flyers 
Skowhegan State
for: L.L. Bean Fourth of July 10K, the Paul
Fair Twilight Five Miler.
ALSO: Be aware of the other three 3Kfs for kids on May 14th at Lewiston High;
May 21st at Greely Jr. High and May 28th at Scarboro High. This is a great 
opportunity to introduce your youngster to road racing. Get out and support 
this worthwhile TAC event.
RACE DIRECTORS fr COACHES
WE OFFER CUSTOM WORK.: ILLUS-
TRATED CERTIFICATES.SPECiAL 
Awards , notecards  , posters . 
Logos  for  your  races , meets . 
tr Clubs  at  reasonable  rates  .
Our appologies to Shirley Packard of 
Pennelville, who ran a 3:17:55 at 
Casco Bay last year. That would put 
her twenty-first on our list for last 
year.
FREE INFORMATION
W/Rit E to :
Wing - CrW ing —'
Box 501 M 
North  Haven , me 04BS3
we don’t sell shoes 
butwecan 
be nice
er CIIEDQY 
bins-SOM 
lOLh Annual
ALL "DEIISNS© 1983 ■ U.PARSONS
COMPLETE LINE OF FLOORING
28 Harlow Street Bangor, Maine 04401 
207-942-3926

GREAT DOWNCAST MAINC MARATHON
47° and overcast in Bangor, Maine in March is what New England runners term IDEAL, 
On March 20th 176 competitors were treated not only to ideal conditions but a brand 
new course in the First Annual Great Downeast Maine Marathon & Half Marathon. The 
winner: The National Easter Seals Campaign as the runners raised over $3000 in
sponsorship money to be donated to the campaign. The results: the runners were 
treated to an afternoon long pool party with a multitude of refreshments and 
$2500 worth of merchandise and awards for their efforts.
The highlights in personal efforts went to Peter Millard of Orono, Me. 1:11:19 
and Nancy Bell of Bates College, Lewiston, Me. 1:21:50 in the half-marathon; 
and Rock E. Green of Brunswick, Me. 2:34:02 and Ann Melville of Orono, Me. 3:35:32 
in the Marathon. Peter Millard is aiming toward the Boston Marathon in hopes of 
repeating his accomplishments of four years ago and again qualify for the U.S. 
Olympic trials. Nancy Bell has just come off a fine indoor season at Bates and 
proved she is just as capable on the roads. Rock E. Green, the 1981 Maine Runner 
of the Year, struggled through most of the 82 campaign but appears to be returning 
to the form that made him very, very tough to beat a year ago. Ann Melville, run-
ning in only her third marathon, took more than 30 minutes off from her PR.
But when you’re considering efforts, that of Jerry Roberts of Cape Elizabeth,
Me. has to be considered outstanding. Jerry raised over $1197 for Easter Seals 
and is off to Washington, D.C. this fall to compete in the Marine Corps Marathon.
Plans for the 1984 edition are already underway with the date set for Saturday, 
March 17. The major sponsor, the Ramada Inn of Bangor, will be providing a weekend 
long package for the runners to include 2 nights lodging and breakfast, the post 
race pool party and a Saturday evening St. Patrick's Day Party in the louge.
Mickey Lackey 
Race Director
MAINC COAST MARATHON
The Maine Coast Marathon is Maine’s largest 26 miler. In fact only Boston and 
Ocean State attract more runners in New England. This year director Dick Roberge 
is expanding the field to 1,100 to allow for the 10% who traditionally don’t make 
it to the starting line for various reasons.
Maine’s most scenic marathon will once again be run from Kennebunk to Biddeford 
along the beautiful southern coast. By the 15th of April Dick had already received 
more than 600 applications. What this marathon needs right now is a couple of sub- 
2:20 runners to do battle out front. The women’s field should be as great as last 
year’s event. Last years third place finisher, Nancy Bell, just flew through the 
Great Downeast Maine Half Marathon in 1:21:50.
The Marathon Sports Running Club of Saco has come a long way since the organized 
in 1978. They are the only major running club in Maine that sponsors a marathon. 
The Downeast Striders, the Rowdies, and the Maine Track Club all help at marathons 
but only the MSRC directs one. That's quite an accomplishment for such a young 
organization.
WHILE IN 
KENNEBUNK.
OLD FORT INN
A luxurious resort in a secluded charm-
ing setting. The Inn has yesterday's 
charm with today's conveniences within 
walking distance to the ocean. • Antique 
shop • Efficiencies • Private tennis court
• Complimentary Continental Breakfast
• l arge pool • Color TV
P.O. Box 759
Kennebunkport, Mt 04046 
(207) 967-5353
at the ocean's edgea » «
Toni H. Nourse, Owner
■ ■
Heather L Lyons, Manager
48 Beach Avenue
Kennebunk Beach, Maine 04043 • 1-207-967-3850 
---------------------- .............. ......................
THE D’ALLAIRE’S 
MOTEL & CABINS 
523 Elm St. (Rt. 1) Biddeford 
(207) 284-4100
New Modem Motel Units, with or without 
Kitchenettes, Color TV, Air Conditioning 
& large Swimming Pool. Housekeeping Cot-
tages available. All of Maine’s famous beaches 
nearby. Open year round.
NORMAN & CONNIE POIRIER, OWNER/MANAGERS
BEACHWOOD MOTEL 
& RESTAURANT
RT. 9 RFD KENNEBUNKPORT 
(207) 967-2483
“Be, the Guest of the Twelve Spang’s”
in the peaceful countryside of the Goose Rocks 
section of Kennebunkport. Efficiencies and reg-
ular units, some connecting, accommodating 
2-5 persons per unit. No pets.
PAUL BUNYAN HABATHON
This year’s version of the Paul Bunyan Marathon will be run on July 16 at 6 a.m. 
It is sponsored by Lite Beer from Miller in cooperation with Haffenreffer Beverage 
of Brewer and Holiday Inns of Bangor and it is hosted by the Bangor Jaycees. Ap-
plications are available through Lee Sumner, 141 Thornton Road, Bangor, Me. or 
Bangor Jaycees, PO Box 891, Bangor, Me. Goldsmith’s Sporting Goods, the Athletic 
Attic and a number of running clubs will be sporting a supply of apps as well. 
Also, Maine Running, will be providing applications in both the May & June is-
sues.
As many of you know there was a great deal of discussion as to whether the Bunyan 
should move out of the summer heat. It was determined that the participants should 
be allowed to air their views in a way that could be meaningfully assessed. A 
questionaire was drawn up and sent to all 206 finishers. The runners were asked 
to indicate their preference regarding the month they wished the race to be run 
in. Another question dealt with the reasons they came to Bangor if other than the 
race itself. Additionally, they were asked if the date was changed could they see 
any detriment to the race; and/or if the size of the field of participants should 
increase, would they still come.
Of the 123 responses, 76 indicated they wanted the race to stay in July. There 
were a number of suggestions aimed at making improvements to the quality of the 
race which we have taken under advisement. Of those who preferred that the date 
be changed their only reason for changing was the heat. Unfortunately there 
seemed to be no clear consensus as to when the race should be run though. So on 
the whole the stronger feeling was to keep the date the same and make some im-
provements.
I greatly appreciate the time and effort those people took to put their thoughts 
into words. Also let me say I was very impressed with the variety of opionions 
expressed and most surprised at the support for keeping the race in the summer. 
Finally, I am now very comfortable that this race is so well supported. I also 
must let you know that I had an open minded approach in testing the waters for 
change. Had the feeling been strongly against the summer, we would have tried 
diligently to find a date with the fewest conflicts.
Lee Sumner 
Race Director
Here’s an article sent to Lee from Dave Murphy, an attorney from Troy, N.Y.
A SUMMER MARATHON? CONSIDER THE PAUL BUNYAN
by Dave Murphy
All right, so it’s crazy to run a marathon in the heat of mid-July. However, 
for those foolish few who find themselves itching for a good endurance test in 
mid-summer, the annual Paul Bunyan Marathon in Bangor, Maine deserves considera-
tion.
Billed as Maine's "oldest and toughest" marathon, the Bunyan is sponsored by 
Lite Beer and the Bangor Jaycees. Additionally, the Holiday Inns of Bangor act as 
official race hosts and provide special rates for rooms and meals, as well as free 
refreshments at registration. If you are looking for a summer marathon, this 
race has several features to commend it.

First, there is the prudent 6:00 a.m. starting time, designed to blunt the 
effects of sun and humidity. Last year’s race was on July 17, the relative 
humidity was 88% and the temperature at 6:00 a.m. was 63° and rising fast.
Also, race director, Lee Sumner, and his corps of enthusiastic volunteers 
provide super support along the way, including water stops every 2 or 2% miles. 
There is electronic digital timing and the splits are well spaced and accurate.
Second, there is the pleasant atmosphere of participating in a small, rural’ 
marathon with a field that is a nice blend of experienced and beginning mara-
thoners. Of this year’s 278 preregistered entrants, about 250 eager and 
friendly (if somewhat bleary-eyed) starters assembled near the huge Paul 
Bunyan statue in the square off Bangor’s Main Street.
Because of the small field, it’s easy to find a running companion with sim-
ilar past experience and present expectations. I settled in to run with Jim 
Burke, a teacher from the Northwest Territories, Canada, who just "happened 
to be in the neighborhood" some 4,000 miles from home! We both planned to 
run a conservative 3:40, it was the third marathon for each of us, and we were 
coming off nagging winter injuries (Jim - hamstring tear, yours truly - stress 
fracture). Marathon marriages are made in heaven! (Jim was excited about his 
early outdoor training this year, since they had their last major snowstorm in 
the subarctic on May 25th!)
Many similar arrangements were made at the low-key starting line gathering, 
which was much different than the hectic crush and jostling of the huge urban 
marathons. So, with a wave and shout to my lovely and loyal wife, Nancy, and 
a salute to Jim's pretty wife (a full-blooded Eskimo Indian) we were off at 
6:00 a.m. to deal with the third good reason to run the Bunyan.
This third factor that adds to the Bunyan is the course itself, which is hot, 
hilly, challenging and unfair. It rises and dips through rural Penobscot County, 
ending (mercifully) at a chute which runs directly inside the fieldhouse on the 
beautiful campus of the University of Maine at Orono. Why is the course a plus? 
Because it is guaranteed to toughen any runner, both mentally and physically, 
for that "Big" marathon or road race in which he or she wants a P.R. in the 
fall. Whether you run a 2:29 or a 4:29 at the Bunyan, you’ll feel a great sense 
of pride and achievement when it’s over.
The Bunyan is an excellent seminar in the value of prudent pacing and planning 
it has two gradual hills over a half mile long, one fairly steep tester at 14 or 
15 miles, and enough rolling hills the rest of the way to make even the most 
stoical runner a bit edgy. It left me totally drained after ambling over it in 
a relatively slow 3:42:58, but I walked away, so I’m not complaining.
A fourth feature of this race is Bangor's proximity to the beautiful Maine 
beach resorts. By 3:30 p.m. on race day, we were settled in for a two day stay 
at Ogunquit, where the Atlantic Ocean (water temp 60 ) provided a chilly post 
race refresher. It is very easy to arrange a beautiful family vacation around 
this race, a factor not to be minimized when you're bribing your spouse into 
letting you train for "just one more" marathon. (Love ’ya, Nancy).
So, where might you find a new friend like Jim Burke of Northwest Territories, 
Canada, Hermance Levesque of Honolulu, Hawaii, or Gaylon Rogers and Philip Boyne 
of Birmingham, Alabama and Loma Linda, California respectively, on a humid Sat-
urday morning in mid-July? Or where might you find a remarkable young woman 
named Karen Dunn of Durham, New Hampshire, who is gifted enough to run her first 
marathon over this rugged course in 2:41:03 good for sixth place overall and 
top woman honors, early on such a morning? And where, on such a mid-summer
morning, might you find yourself looking up one last hill at the 26-mile mark 
and discovering that there’s a little more courage in you than you might have 
guessed? Check out this year's Paul Bunyan.
Editor's note: As you all know, the Bunyan is my baby. I PR'ed there last 
summer and hope to improve on my 2:53:42 this year. Please note that Mr. Murphy 
states that the Bunyan is "billed as Maine's 'oldest and toughest® marathon".
We all know that that should have read "oldest and fastest". Even though Casco 
Bay is the fastest on paper, there is no doubt in my mind that the Bunyan is 
the fastest course. Simply compare the women's records. If Kurt and Andy had 
ever decided to square off against each other in Bangor, there is no doubt as 
to where the state's men's record would reside, along with that of the women.
SUGARLOAF MARATHON
Maine's newest marathon will be the Sugarloaf Marathon which Chip Carey is 
planning for late August or early September. It's so new I'm not even sure 
what it will be called. All I know is that the last 12 or 13 miles will be 
from Sugarloaf down through the valley to Kingfield, and that's down hill and 
fast! Watch up coming issues for more details on this new marathon. Chip is 
going to run a low key affair this year and work out the bugs. Perhaps by 
next year he'll open it up and try to build a field. One thing he will be 
doing is running the post race the same as the Kingfield 10K with beer, music 
and awards.
CASCO BAY MARATHON
I had a talk with Charlie Porter the other night and he gave me the low down 
on the 6th Annual Casco Bay Marathon. You will be glad to know that everything 
will be exactly like it was a year ago, and the year before that, and the year 
before that. Charlie figures the folks from Unionmutual have been doing a great 
job for five years, so why change things.
Lawson Noyes will be ordering shirts and running data through the company com-
puter once again. Wayne Clark will be handling the awards as usual. Marv Chiken 
will be running the finish line crew for the 5th straight year and Jim Whitney 
at Unionmutual will be doing anything and everything he's asked to.
But the real work-horse behind Casco Bay is Glenda Porter, Charlie's wife.
As any wife of a race director can tell you, their's is the loneliest job of 
all. Sorting the mail, assigning numbers, making up packets. Through it all 
Glenda will be there making sure that the 6th Casco Bay will be a memorable 
one for so many runners.
Charlie is not going to remeasure the course in order to make the race accept-
able as an Olympic Trials qualifier. He feels the course is certified and he 
doesn't think they should have to remeasure twice and apply for TAC sactioning 
in order to attract Olympic hopefuls. Charlie is a common man, and he runs a 
race for common folk. Bobby Winn and Kurt Lauenstein don't get preferential 
treatment and wouldn't expect it from Charlie. That's not his style. He gives 
you a fair race at a fair price and that's it. A refreshing attitude in these 
days of super hype.
Boston
Here are the complete Maine results of the 1983 Boston Marathon, B.ill Green got 
these statistics for the magazine. The computer sent out the results of each state 
in alphebetical order by town, so it took a long time to pull all this together in 
this form. I hope I haven't left anyone out.
Joan Benoit Cape Elizabeth 2:22:42
1. William Farrington Medway 2:24:08 149th
2. Robert Winn Cape Neddick 2:24:42 159
3. Henry Chipman North Anson 2:27:58 246
4. Rick Stuart Winslow 2:37:11 597
5. Lawson Noyes (M) Kennebunk 2:38:43 688
6. Phil Coffin Portland 2:38:49 697
7. Bill Hine East Peru 2:39:30 749
8. Gary Cochrane (M) Brunswick 2:40:00 787
9. Greg Parlin New Vinyard 2:40:43 832
10. Marlin Conrad Loring AFB 2:41:12 871
11. Jonathan Williams Houlton 2:41:38 889
12. Jeff Keeton Loring AFB 2:45:17 1184
13. Peter Haggerman Augusta 2:46:18 1261
14. Eric McNett Brunswick 2:46:24 1271
15. Larry Deans Bangor 2:47:34 1393
16. Dick Ballentine Hampden 2:47:38 1401
17. Greg Nelson Gardiner 2:48:57 1539
18. Richard Lane Auburn 2:48:58 1540
19. Michael Mendonca Loring AFB 2:50:09 1651
20. Lawrence Butler Portland 2:50:12 1653
21. Kim Beaulieu Standish 2:51:15* 28
22. Joel Croteau Biddeford 2:51:24 1764
23. Bill Haney E. Boothbay 2:51:51 1807
24. James Toulouse W. Buxton 2:51:52 1810
25. Mike Daley Brunswick 2:52:17 1855
26. Michael McKenna Portland 2:52:18 1858
27. Gino Valeriani Hebron 2:52:27 1868
28. Brian McCaey Dexter 2:55:01 2084
29. Russell Connors Cape Elizabeth 2:55:02 2087
30. Robert Licht Portland 2:55:52 2159
31. Bob Coughlin S. Portland 2:56:38 2221
32. Bradford Boobale Cape Neddick 2:57:04 2346
33. James Cotsis Saco 2:58:35 2416
34. James Bucec Orono 2:59:54 2568
35. Anne Marie Davee Norway 3:00:12* 61
36. Chris Miller Brunswick 3:01:03 2646
37. Bill MacDonald Brunswick 3:01:04 2647
38. Mark Cowell Loring AFB 3:01:19 2657
39. Dave Baird Winslow 3:01:21 2669
40. Darren Billings Bowdoinham 3:02:11 2726
41. Danny Cake Auburn 3:02:20 2735
42. Edwin McLaughlin Sherman 3:06:43 3081
43. Rick Lamoureau Columbia Falls 3:08:59 3300
44. Burton Haggett Bar Harbor 3:09:32 3344
45. Franklin Brume Portland 3:11:41 3506
46. Carlton Mendell Portland 3:11:45 3511
47. Herb Strom Cape Elizabeth 3:13:03 3581
48. Dave Smith Falmouth 3:13:20 3601
49. Bill Kane Fryeburg 3:15:33 3746
50. Bob Payne Raymond 3:16:03 3785
51. Bill Leschey Portland 3:16:38 3817
52. Joanie Rhoda Union 3:19:55* 246
53. Tom Flynn Auburn 3:20:10 4054
54. Barbara Plank Bangor 3:21:08* 267
55. Barbara Hamaluk Portland 3:21:56* 282
56. Ken Curtis Gorham 3:21:58 4142
57. Brenda LoPotro Winterport 3:21:59* 283
58. Debbie Sawyer Portland 3:25:57* 345
59. Ray Cormier Hampden 3:26:27 4334
60. Melora Coggeshall Falmouth Foreside 3:26:40 355
61. William Fox Brunswick 3:29:12 4444
62. Franklin Woodard Veazie 3:31:21 4492
63. Wallace MacDonald Sanford 3:32:17 4523
64. Loren Ritchie Patten 3:33:54 4564
65. Doug Moreshead Portland 3:36:52 4617
66. Shirley Packard Brunswick 3:52:25 540
So that was the Maine field in the Boston Marathon this year. This year is perhaps 
more significant because with this Boston we start weeding out the good marathoners 
from the great ones and start building the Olympic Trials fields.
With all the ink Joan got following Boston, I'm amazed that no other news agency 
picked up on the fact that Kim Beaulieu of Standish gualified for the Olympic trials.
I was unsure of the exact qualifying time so I started calling around and both Amby 
Burfoot and Larry Allen have assured me that Kim has in fact qualified for the trials, 
by one second!
Larry said, "We were standing about a hundred yards from the finish line and 
had the split worked out (So that women could hit the finish line in less than 2:51:16) 
when I saw Kim coming. I started screaming, 'Sprint, Kim, sprint!'. She put her 
head down and flew past people to the finish." When I talked to Roger her husband 
the other night they were still not sure whether or not she had made it.
According to the National Running Data Center all Kim (or anyone else qualifying 
for the Olympic Trials) needs to do now is send a copy of her 1984 TAC registration 
card to the NRDC, PO Box 42888, Tucson, AZ 85733. The race director of Boston 
(and any other certified, TAC sactioned race) will submit the names of all qualified 
athletes (men under 2:19:04 and women under 2:51:16) to the NRDC. The trials race 
directors, Brent and Laurel James of Olympia, Washington will notify the qualified 
women. The race directors hope to obtain funds to pay travel and lodging/meals 
expenses to the top 200 women qualifiers for their race.
So what are you doing between Bostons Anne Marie Davee, Nancy Bell, Carol Roy,
Robin Emery, Marj Podgajny, Karen McCann and others? How about setting your sights 
on the Olympic Trials? We all know Marj will be out in Olympia, Washington with 
Joan and Kim but what about Maine's other marathon women? If I get back into my 
2:53 shape again this year, I'm sure. Ibe1 eating a lot of dust from Maine's 
other determined distance runners. Let Maine send more women per capita to the 
trials than any other state.
These women will be an inspiration for generations to come. Look at the great 
young athletes coming out of our state now. Just think what the trials in 84 will 
mean to them as they see that athletes from Maine can compete with the rest of the 
country and even aspire to holding the world's record.
And In the Rest of the World . .
Bill Peabody 7 Nancy Dr. Brunswick, ME 04011
Even in Maine it is time to hit the roads (and the track), but there is 
still a little indoor news to catch-up on. The first concerns Brian Pettin- 
gill, the ex-Chevrus High middle distance runner now attending Stanford. At 
a January tri-meet at the University of Florida, he finished second to Jon 
Sinclair (3:47.8 to 3;49.1). I don’t have an accurate conversion chart, but 
that would be about a 4:03 mile. February 11th saw the first Bud Light In-
vitational indoor track meet at Boston University. It has been some time 
since there has been a first-class, late-season indoor meet in New England.
It is hoped that this new addition to the schedule will fill that gap. As 
it was, the first year saw such stellar performers as Bert Cameron and Mike 
Carter in attendance. Among the winners was Bruce Bickford, taking the two 
mile in 8:33.7.
The United States teams did well at the World Cross Country Champion-
ships in Gateshead, England. Lead by Joan Benoit, the U.S. women grabbed 
off the top spot, scoring ten points lower than the Russians. The overall 
winner was Gret.e Waitz, running 13:29 for the 4,072 meter course. Joan was 
fourth in 13:57, followed closely by Betty Springs. Jan Merrill, who lead 
the U.S. pack early in the race, ended up 13th. Margaret Gross, at 9th, was 
the other U.S. scorer. The men were not quite so successful as Alberto 
Salazar was also fourth, completing the 12,000 meter course in 36C53. The 
U.S. lost out to Ethiopia by a whopping 66 points, but it was the highest 
finish ever for an American men’s squad.
Well, if there is a time to run marathons in the deep South, it should 
be in January ; but the latest edition of the Orange Bowl Marathon (Miami, 
January 22nd) was a hot (75 plus) and humid (nearly 100%) affair. That 
didn't deter over 3,200 people from attempting the distance. The winner 
was Bill Rodgers, clocking 2:15.08 for his first American marathon win in 
some time. Number seven among the men was Paul Oparowski, who ran 2:21:15 
to claim that spot. After the environment had taken its toll on the runners, 
there was further insult as it was learned that the course was about 150 yards 
short due to the repositioning of some pylons. Late March/early April means
Cherry Blossom time in Washington and, of course, the Cherry Blossom 10-Mile 
Race. This year Maine was well represented as Steve Podgajny took a try. 
Steve clocked a nice 49:52, proving he should be ready for some fine early 
season racing when he gets back to Maine.
Back in New England, Bob Winn of Wells took a trip to Cambridge for a 
10K, where he finished third with a nice 30:44. Jane Welzel was active in 
March also. At the New England TAC 30K Championships (Boylston, MA, March 
27th), she was the first woman. Her time, 1:51:33, works out to an average 
of about 6 minutes flat per mile.
Big time road racing hit Boston with the April 10th Milk Run. But 
some of the sport’s name runners, and about 3,000 others, took a back seat to 
Bruce Bickford. His 28:31 was the class of the field. For the women, Allison 
Roe was the winner (33:07), but several Maine women were in the top ten. 
Included were Jane Welzel (6th in 35:37), Anne Marie Daree (8th in 37:00), 
and Kim Beauleau (9th, 37:17).
Unless there is a change in the team selection method, it appears that 
this country’s two best marathoners will not be on the World Championships 
team. Alberto Salazar decided to run against Rob de Castella in Rotterdam 
on April 10th rather than run in Boston, the men’s selection race. To top it 
off, he ended up a disappointing 5th to de Castella, et al. There is also an 
unconfirmed report that Joan Benoit will skip the Avon Marathon, the women's 
qualifier, as it is too close to the NCAA Championships. I suppose selecting 
the best finishers from a given event fits well with democratic principles, 
but it does have a number of problems. If there is a good deal of time 
between the qualifier and the major competition, an athlete's condition can 
change substantially. In this case, it is over 3^ months from Boston to 
the World Championships race. At best, to win both means peaking twice at a 
very high level. At worse, it means rushing the fourth or fifth place 
finisher to Europe (or wherever) at the last moment. With three slots avail-
able, I think at least one should be kept open as long as possible and given 
to someone who might not have qualified in the usual fashion but who was "hot” 
going into the competition.
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GREAT DOWNEAST MAINE HALF MARATHON 
Bangor Mar 20th
1. Peter Millard 1:11:19
2. Marlin Conrad 1:12:54
3. Chris Bovie 1:13:36
4. Bill Hine 1:14:11
5. Kevin Retelle 1:14:22
6. Peter Lessard 1:14:41
7. Fred Judkins, II 1:15:00
8. Larry Deans 1:15:36
9. Tim Marquis 1:15:47
10. Steve Dexter 1:16:02
11. Jonathan Williams 1:16:16
12. James Toulouse 1:17:23
13. Dick Balentine 1:17:45
14. Conrad Walton (M) 1:18:02
15. Gino Valeriani 1:18:07
16. Phil Stuart 1:18:38
17. James Corsis 1:18:55
18. Larry Pelletier 1:19:04
19. Richard Fey 1:19:53
20. Gene Roy 1:20:26
21. Rit Roberts 1:20:32
22. Ray Cormier 1:21:00
23. Mike Mendonca 1:21:19
24. Nancy Bell 1:21:50*
25. John Leeming 1:21:51
26. Deke Talbot 1:22:30
27. Larry Allen 1:22:31
28. Anne-Marie Davee 1:23:54*
29. Mike Cole 1:23:55
30. Harry Schmitke (M) 1:24:25
31. Hal Nelson 1:24:48
32. Mark Cowell 1:25:43
33. Alex Hammer 1:25:44
34. Stephen Roberts 1:26:22
35. Richard Davee 1:26:24
36. Geoffrey Hill 1:26:40
37. David Freeman 1:26:49
38. Diane Fournier 1:26:57*
39. Craig Everett 1:27:07
40. Cliff Hatfield (M) 1:27:16
41. Herb Strom (V) 1:27:18
42. Sam Hamilton (V) 1:27:30
43. Yven Levesque 1:27:41
44. Russell Stegemaller 1:28:02
45. Peter Gref 1:28:04
46. Ken Sylvester 1:28:19
47. Steve Ives 1:28:34
48. Len Price 1:28:37
49. Larry Taylor 1:28:42
50. Ronald Grevals, Jr. 1:28:44
51. Vem Demons 1:29:19
52. Mike Doore 1:29:33
53. James Swan 1:29:39
54. Lee Nicely (M) 1:29:52
55.
56.
57. Gregory O'Donnell 1:30:44
58. Sterling LeBlanc 1:30:49
59. Rod Evers 1:31:26
60. Joel Hawes 1:31:41
61. Mike Halmo 1:32:14
62. Tom Harrington 1:32:44
63. George Brady 1:33:08
64. Harry Taylor 1:33:20
65. Ed Rice 1:33:25
66. Doug Swallow 1:33:41
67. Jeff Lancaster 1:33:57
68. Peter Lynch 1:33:59
69. Ken Await (M) 1:34:01
70. James Newett 1:34:02
71. Michael Jackson 1:34:16
72. Pauline Vashon 1:34:18*
73. Larry Rich 1:34:22
74. Kevir^Dyer 1:34:23
75. Michael Worden (M) 1:34:29
76. Sandra Daniel 1:34:45*
77. Bob Booker
Mark Violette
1:34:49
1:34:49
79. Paul Dali (M) 1:34:52
80. Barbara Plank 1:35:13*
81. Lawrence Bridges (M) 1:35:30
82. Polly Stone 1:36:37*
83. Mike Gaige 1:36:38
84. Greg Miller 1:37:03
85. John Trefethen (M) 1:37:58
86. Donald Ardine (M) 1:38:45
87. Ervin MacDonald (M) 1:39:15
88. Charles Allen IV 1:39:39
89. Mike Kay 1:39:54
90. Edward Thompson (M) 1:40:11
91. Ron Pacquette (M) 1:41:09
92. Sam Auerbach (M) 1:41:42
93. Sandra Sturtevant 1:41:50*
94. Rodney Pelletier 1:42:11
95. Joe Beasley (M) 1:42:13
96. Cole Sargent 1:42:34
97. Ann Blumer 1:42:47*
98. Joanne Petkers 1:42:56*
99. Jane Dolley 1:43:12*
100. Peter Gerdine (M) 1:43:30
101. Dan Merrill 1:43:32
102. David Gillis 1:44:56
103. Barbara Logue 1:45:13*
104. Michael St. Pierre 1:45:13
105. Jon Turner 1:45:31
106. Peter Adams 1:46:50
107. Joe Boisvert 1:47:04
108. Dick Dudley 1:47:44
109. Janet Carter 1:48:16*
110. Joan Merriam 1:48:18*
111. Eddie St. John (M) 1:48:34
112. William Achenbach 1:48:38
113. Dave Tally 1:48:54
114. Robert Tracy (M) 1:49:14
115. Ron Eddy 1:49:30
116. Cyrk Eddy 1:49:31
117. Mason Philip Smith (M)1:51:43
118. Judy Doore 1:52:21*
119. Julius Marzul (V) 1:52:37
120. Sky Dancer (dog) 1:53:00
121. Bob Handlman 1:53:00
122. Donna Jean Pohlman 1:55:15*
123. Sarah Roy 1:55:16*
124. Hector Pupo 1:55:59
125. Bob Johnson 1:57:16
126. Christine Schempp 1:57:45*
127. Chester Ingalls 1:58:11
128. Walter Capen (M) 2:02:01
129. Janyce Boynton 2:02:09*
130. Theodore Denardo (M) 2:04:43
131. Marjorie Knuti (M) 2:06:04*
132. Bruce Spaulding 2:06:04
133. Sheree Rizzardi• 2:09:28*
134. Dee Nicely (M) 2:12:40*
135. Paul Paulson (V) 2:31:47
136. Sophie Fey (V) 3:55:16*
GREAT DOWNEAST MAINE MARATHON
Bangor Mar 20th
1. Rock E. Green 2:34:02
2. Peter Brigham 2:37:45
3. Gary Cochrane (M) 2:47:33
4. David Roberts 2:50:20
5. Rick Stuart 2:56:28
6. David Baird 2:57:10
7. Bob Cohen 2:58:15
8. Dan Cake 3:00:37
9. Bill Leschey (M) 3:06:31
10. Craig Maker 3:07:57
11. Barry McLaughlin 3:11:20
12. Ken Newsome 3:14:20
13. Glen Gantz 3:16:04
14. Tom Doten 3:16:44
15. Bill Gayton (M) 3:17:01
16. Don Marathon (M) 3:17:33
17. Loren Ritchie (V) 3:25:12
18. Charles Francis (M) 3:26:37
19. Carol Bowen (M) 3:27:20
20. Martin Schiff (M) 3:27:37
21. John Beckett 3:27:38
22. David Trussell 3:32:54
23. Ann Melville 3:35:32*
24. Robert Cuthbertson 3:36:10
25. Gary Bouchard 3:36:23
26. George Terry 3:37:32
27. Michael Juszak 3:45:39
28. Jerry Roberts 3:53:42
29. Carol Gayton (M) 3:54:30*
30. Don Back 3:54:43
31- Harold Jones (V) 3:58:46
32. Jean Goldfine 3:58:48*
33 o Louise Dunlop (M) 3:59:18*
34. Eileen Granahan 3:59:40*
Results courtesy of Mickey Lackey 
Race Director
THE MAINE MILK RUN
S. Portland 5 Mile Mar 27th
1. Robert Winn 25:30
2. Ken Flanders 25:41
3. Kim Wetlaufer 25:55
4* Pat Piper 26:09
5. Danny Paul 27:13
Tom Dowling 26:16
7. Stuart Wihugan 26:26
8. Andy Kimball 26:27
9. Paul Hammond 26:34
10. George Towle 27:04
11. Danny Smith 27:17
12 o Dan'l Campbell 27:22
13. Gary Coyne 27:23
14. David Saltmarsh 27:29
15. Kevin McDonald 27:37
16. Jonathan Ruamler 27:40
17. Jim Kimball 27:47
18. Fergus Kenny 27:59
19. Gino Valeriani 28:07
20. Steve Brown 28:10
21. Tom Pickering 28:11
22. Hugh Hamill 28:19
23. Jim Toulouse 28:20
24. John Dowling 28:39
25. Roger Foster 28:44
26. Jon David Wescott 28:45
27. David 0rConnell 28:46
28. Paul Kehoe 28:46
29. Larry Allen 28:59
30. Frank Brume 29:01
31. Joel Croteau 29:04
32. Peter Connolly 29:06
33. Donald Roe 29:07
34. Mickey Lackey 29:11
35. Philip Coffin 29:12
36. Michael Towle 29:22
37. Bill Fenderson 29:25
38. Russ Pickering 29:27
39. Glenn Roy 29:28
40. Dennis Smith 29:32
41. Mike Kimball 29:35
42. James Harrigan 29:35
43. Marc Welch 29:38
44. Allen Cox 29:39
45. Russ Connors 29:40
46. John Lang 29:53
47. Bob Coughlin 29:54
48. Joel Titcomb 29:55
49. Richard Daver 29:57
50. L.M. Presbv 30:02
51. Stephen Harriman 30:09
52. Roland Moulin 30:14
53. John Titus 30:15
54. Christopher ? 30:15
55. George Prescott 30:19
56. John O’Malley 30:19
57. Tom Swan 30:21
58. Barry Howgate 30:24
59. Anne Davee 30:25*
60. Bob Quetin 30:30
61. Marcia Dowling 30:31*
62. Dan Burke 30:38
63. Bobby Roberts 30:42
64. Kurt Nielson (no time Avail)
65. Andrew Rosen (no available time) 160. Robert Tracy 34:17 255. Martin Leighton 37:50
66. Guaton stkugos 161. Robert Donnelly 34U8 256. Steve Martie 37:52
67 • Kd Handlin 162. Robert Lipkin 34:18 257. David Body 38:01
58. Garry Webber 163. Grace Smith 34:20 258. Eric Morse 38:05
€9. Richard McFaul 164. Phil King 34:21 259.
70. Kent McDonald 30:59 165. Brian Breslin 34:21 260. Jane Dolley 38:05*
71. Mike O'Reilly 30:59 166. Michael Real! 34:26 261. Dan Lakstos 38:07
72. Steven Gagel 31:02 167. Charles Hutchins 34:34 262. Bradford 38:08
72. John Burke 31:09 168. John Conley 34:42 263. Bill Greeny 38:08
74. Steven Peterson 31:12 169. John Cole 34:49 264. Edward Gott 38:12
75. Laurie Munson 31:20* 170. Lenny Hatch 34:50 265. Lori Michaud 38:15*
76. Herb Strom (V) 31:22 171. Richard Whetstone 34:54 266. Ollie Faulkner 38:19
77. Dean Gillett 31:23 172. Debbie Sawyer 34:55* 267. Len Mulligan 38:27
78. Greg Lamb 31:26 173. William Adams 34:57 268. James Eastman 38:29
79. Brian Milliken 31:27 174. Preston Kennie 35:01 269. Maurice Cloutier 38:31
80. Lee Nicely 31:30 175. Arthur Chapman III 35:02 270. Bob Boynton 38:33
81. Martin Donlon 30:32 176. Martin Moore 35:02 271. Dan Beam 38:38
82. Cameron Brown 30:37 177. Ken Fickett 35:04 272. Steven Douglas 38:41
83. Donald Wilson 30:38 178. Buzzy Ross 35:06 273. Mike O'Brien 38:42
84. Patrick Dimick 30:39 179. Phil Vezina 35:07 274. Adam Reed 38:43
85. Wallace DeWein 30:39 180. Scott Munroe 35:10 275. Hans Wendel 38:44
86. Bill Ramonas 30:40 181. Greg Desjardin 35:11 276. Patty Jacobs 38:50*
87. Stephan Demers 30:46 182. Clement Charbonna 35:15 277. Dick Goodie 38:51
88. Tim Johnson 30:47 183. Don Best 35:17 278. Denise Harlow 38:51*
89. Douglas Moody 30:49 184. Ron Quellette 35:18 279. Peter Vachon 38:52
90. ? 30:50 185. Matt Jones 35:19 280. Michael Feener 38:52
91. Stephan Caron 30:52 186. 281. Peter Judkins 38:58
92. Farrell Terrance 30:54 187. Michael Nixon 35:26 282. Joe Montimurro 38:59
93. Steve Watts 32:04 188. Don O'Shea 35^:26 283. Edward Kelley 39:04
94. Larry Frank 32:05 189. Matt Boieses 35:27 284. Edward Moore 39:08
95. Joe Regali 32:07 •190. Roberta Sharp 38:32* 285. Joan Welch 39:09*
96. John Nichols 32:10 191. Joe Iagro 35:33 286. Robin Townsend 39:11*
97. Chad Gagnon 32:16 192. Mike Lyons 35:34 287. John Bouley 39:12
98. David Freeman 32:17 194. Richard Merrill 35:40 288. Joe Ramonas 39:14
99. Mike Twoiney 32:18 195. Charles Harlow 35:43 289. Frank Brown 39:15
100. Michael Beaudoin 32:19 196. Ron Pelton 38:44 290. Walter Ashley 39:20
101. Michael Martin 32:19 197. Thomas Gadbois 38:44 291. Corinne Tracy 39:24*
102. Chris Gill . 32:19 198. John Murchie 38:45 292. Norman LeClerc 39:25
103. Ron Gervais 32:24 199. Raymond Rodney 35:47 293. Michael Kane 39:27
104. Melora Coggeshall 32:31 200. David Manthome 35:47 294. Gregory Trip 39:30
105. Stephen Sarkozy 32:32 201. Jeffrey Walsh 35:48 295. Barbara Footer 39:31*
106. Frank Ferland 32:32 202. Steve Machetti 35:50 296. Jeff Rogers 39:32
107. Lester Everett 32:39 203. Michael McCurdy 35:50 297. Pamela LaJeuneese 39:33*
108. Paul Coddington 32:41 204. Mark Smith 35:51 298. Dave Hardy 39:42
109. Garvette Clough 32:43 205. Ron Davis 35:52 299. Calvin Ames 39:44
110. George Nason 32:47 206. Bruce Wood 35:53 300. Brian Daly 39:48
111. Dave Heintzelman 32:48 207. John Folsom 35:54 301. Michael LaVerdiere 39:49
112. Curtis Shigo 32:52 208. Kathy Tracy 35:55* 302. Linda Best 39:49*
113. Ron Poulin 32:53 209. Dennis Atherton 35:55 303. Tina Whitney 39:49*
114. Robert Harvey 32:53 210. Philip Roberts 35:57 304. Judy Ketcham 39:50*
115. Ray Quimby 32:54 211. David Brown 36:01 305. David Gaecklen 39:51
116. Peter Albright 32:57 212. Tim Quinn 36:02 306. Ann McCorkle 39:52*
117. Dan Lehiewx 32:58 213. Pat Murray 36:02 307. Chester Ingalls 39:57
118. David Trussell 33:04 214. Andrew Haslem 36:04 308. Mike Davis 40:01
119. Bob Peacock 33:07 215. Wendy Migneault 36:08* 309. Bob Hynes 40:09
120. Jeff Nixon 32:11 216. Brian McGloskey 36:12 310. Dennis Abderson 40:10
121. Mike Mageles 33:15 217. Brad Owen 36:16 311. William Davenny 40:10
122. Ron Cedrone 33:19 218. John Peneau 37:04 312. William Bennett 40:12
123. Charles McDonald 33:20 219. Bob Wight 36:24 313. Jean Bennett 40:13
124. David Fortin 33:21 220. Ruth Davis 36:28* 314. Stanley Dugas 40:13
125. Joseph Pizzo 33:22 221. Faye Gagnon 36:28* 315. Liesl Kloosterman 40:15
126. Tom Bradley 33:23 222. Jim Chose 36:35 316. Wayne Dunphe 40:25
127. George Wells 33:24 223. Jeff Frank 36:44 317. Peter Keniston 40:28
128. Chuck Massie 33:26 224. John Lunt 36:44 318. Richard Williamson 40:31
129. Douglas Andrews 33:29 225. Donald Berthiaume 36:44 319. Edward Pantzar 40:33
130. Gary Johnson 33:31 226. Kelly Bennett 36:49 320. David Grant 40:34
131. Joe Vokey 33:32 227. Steve Rowe 36:50 321. Lyne Lacombe 40:35*
132. Coreen Leavitt 33:32* 228. Robert Cushman 36:51 322. Liz Gill 40:38*
133. Harvey Rohde 33:33 229. Booma McFarland 36:53 323. Sandra Prescott 40:42*
134. Kerry Reynolds 33:33 230. Warren Wilson 36:53 324. Dana Baggett 40:44
135. Eric Ellis 33:33 231. Bill Elgee 36:55 325. Kristin Cleaves 40:44*
136. Jon Brawn 33:36 232. Jenney NayIon 36:55 326. David Home
137. Brian Gillespie 33:36 233. Robin Everett 36:57 327. Nancy Whitcomb 40:51*
138. Dean Gamble 33:37 234. Alton Bradley 36:58 328. Walter Sanford 40:52
139. Michael Fitzgerald 33:40 235. Steve Morris 37:01 329. Nancy Frederick 40:56*
140. Carlton Mendell (V) 33:41 236. Robert Hancock 37:01 330. Jim Allen 40:59
141. Thomas Bennett 33:45 237. ? 37:04 331. Russ Bradley 41:03
142. Rachel Verlleux 33:47* 238. Richard Manthome 37:04 332. Bill Seabolt 41:06
143. Rick Manette 33:47 239. Dennis Hayward 37:08 333. Chris Twoobly 41:08
144. Alan Gould 33:54 240. Mike St. Pierre 37:09 334. Pam Butler 41:11*
145. Joanne Cole 33:55* 241. Stephen Crockett 37:11 335. Joyce Goodie 41:17*
146. Rick Strout 33:56 242. Robert Sarkozy 37:16 336. Yvette Knight 41:18*
147. Gary Hamilton 33:56 243. Robert Dimick 37:17 337. Ann Dillon 41:18*
148. David Dowling 33:56 244. Luralee Knapp 37:18* 338. Robert Dillon 41:37
149. Norman Twaddei 33:57 245. John Ouillette 37:19 339. Debbie Mininni 41:38*
150. Peter Gagnon 33:57 246. Veronica Knight 37:21* 340. Ralph Robbins 41:38
151. Jim Cunningham 33:59 247. Steven Koenigsberg 37:22 341. Jeannette Strickland 41:38*
152. Steven Morgenstein 34:01 248. Stephen Dowd 37:22 342. Debbie Tefft 41:39*
153. Russell Stanton 34:02 249. Jim Soule 37:23 343. Cindy Knute 41:43*
154. Bill Goodrich 34:07 250. Linda MacDonald 37:23* 344. Ellie Rohde 41:49*
155. Thomas Carll 34:07 251. Jack Flynn 37:32 345. Lynne Zimmerman 41:55*
156. Walter Perrin 34:12 252. J.P. Lavoie 37:39 346. David Mosley 41:55
157. Frank Long 34:12 253. Tim Gibson 37:48 347. Denise McWilliams 42:03
153. Roger mils 34:15 254. Gretel Cyr 37:50* 348. Gerard Patry 42:03
159. AX Butler 34:16
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Peggy McCloskev 42:12* 444. John Millington 48:41 "RACE OF UNDISCLOSED DISTANCE"
445. Mike Finnegan 48:44 Readfield (4 miles) Mar 27th
Mary Ann Lynch 42:19* 446. Judith Kelly 48:48*
Larry Zellers 42:28 447. Sandra Phillips 49:21*
Russell Kelley 42:29 448. Kevin Shangraw 49:29 1. Jeff Crocker 20:27
Tammy Carrer 42:31* 449. James Nason 49:35 2. Todd McGraw 20:30
Joseph Bennett 42:33 450. Donna Stone 49:48* 3. Arthur Johnson 21:44
Pam Twombly 42:34* 451. Harvey Fields 49:53 4. Mitch Lovering 22:03
Peter DeRice 42:35 452. Patricia Flanders 50:03* 5. Rusty Taylor 23:43
Nancy Senger 42:35* 453. Alan Lukas 50:07 6. Jim Floyd 23:48
Joseph DeCourcey 42:37 454. Brenda Skillin 50:33* 7. george Liming 24:53
Paul Chamberlain 42:40 455. Laurie Brarkett 50:44* 8. Brian Horne 24:54
Nancy Quimbly 42:40* 456. Susan Davis 50:54* 9. Russell Martin 25:37
Virginia Barry 42:49* 457. Jan Chapman 51:14* 10. Richard Abramson 26:33
Delbert Arris 43:01 458., Sheila Millington 51:19* 11. Jim To be rt son 26:43
Rhonda Morin 43:02* 459. Carol Peters 51:43* 12. Joe Vidulich 26:57
James Booth 43:02 460. Donald Perry 52:04 13. Pat Lavoie 27:25
Kenneth Hutchins 43:06 461. Jason Talevi 52:42 14. Christopher Cameron 27:31
Robert Delcey 43:13 462. Harvie Deann 52:56 15. Roberta Hickman 27:57*
Bill Trefether 43:14 463. Elaine Talevi 53:27* 16. Bruce Pooler 28:08
Lenny Bilier 43:22 464. Daryl Masone 53:27 17. Peter Raszmann 28:52
Donna Baleyko 43:23* 465. Joseph Wolfberg 53:30 18. Roger Olson 29:12
John Richardson 43:26 466. Elaine Theriault 53:58* 19. Wendy Sayres (M) 29:20*
John Randall 43:28 467. Robert Hanish 54:58 20. Wendy Pooler 30:09*
Dena Foley 43:34* 468. Jennifer McKendrv 55:33* 21. Ron Lindholm (M) 30:48
Jeffrey Flynn 43:34 469. Lisa Schwatz 55:41* 22. Carolyn Gayton (M) 31:22*
Frank Siciliano 43:38 470. Bill Stone 56:17 23. Cheryl Harrington 31:54*
Barbara Nelson 43:44* 471. Liz Catallo 57:51* 24. Renee Gendron 32j18*
Donna Roberts 43:48* 472. Marie Naple 57:51* 25. Theresa Jones 32:38*
Robert Goettel 43:55 26. Kathy Fallon 32:57*
Bonnie Speed 44:01* Results courtesy of Jackson Ads 27. Kathy Hillgrove 33:09*
Diana Champeon 44:02* 28. Byron Bennett (V) 34:05
Lori Towle 44:02* * * ************ * * * * 29. Kara Fallon 35:54*
Donna Sullivan 44:08* 30. Karen Whitcher 35:54*
Michael Surian 44:14 BOSTON PRIMER 31. Carl Medd 35:54*
Pauline Scott 44:15* Readfield 15 Miler !Mar 27th 32. Mike Levey 36:37
Don Atkinson 44:15 — 33. Erin Vandemark 38:50*
Richard Roussin 44:19 34. Steve Judge 38:54
James McGovern 44:26 1. Rock E. Green 1:23:38 35. Kathleen DrAmboise (V) 51:05*
Daniel Seay 44:28 2. Lance Guiliani 1:24:05
R.J. Johnson 44:34 3. Peter Lessard 1:24:09 Results courtesy of Ray Giglio
Ricky Lynch 44:35 4. Fred Judkins 1:26:27 Race Director
Tommy Somerville 44:35 5. Wendell Blood 1:27:09 * * ************ * * • i
John Wills 44:35 6. Dana Maxim 1:30:34
William Lunday II 44:36 7. Rick Stuart 1:31:20 FROSTBITE RUN AGAINST MS
Martin Calvillo 44:41 8. Dan Cake 1:32:53 Ellsworth 3.5 miles Mar 12th
John Jaworski 44:41 9. Rick Lane 1:33:44
Jane Joubert 44:42* 10. Mike Daly 1:33:48
Terri Morris 44:43* 11. Bill Haney 1:33:53 1. Jim Newett 18:03
Lynn Sicuro 44:45* 12. Greg Nelson 1:34:01 2. Mike Westphal 18:37
Jim Grant 44:46 13. Doug Ludewig (M) 1:34:02 3. Phil Stuart 19:21
Debra Harris 44:50* 14. John Leeming 1:37:11 4. Dave 0rConnell 19:23
Maggie Guthrie 45:04* 15. David Delois 1:38:26 5. Rick Packie 19:43
Gerald Davis 45:08 16. Mike Simoneau 1:40:13 6. Don Rae 19:48
Art Quint 45:17 17. Bob Hagopian 1:40:51 7. Tim Parritt 20:02
Jeffrey Cleaves 45:19 18. Bill Kerwin (M) 1:41:09 8. Ric Lamoureus 20:11
Heather Sawyer 45:20* 19. John Moncure 1:41:16 9. Wayne Sinclair 20:30
Gayle Lumselen 45:24* 20. Allen French 1:43:20 10. Deke Talbot 20:43
Dee Nicely 45:26* 21. Ed Rice 1:44:07 11. Kevin Caldwell 20:49
Joyce Beckley 45:33* 22. Bill Sayres (V) 1:44:25 12. John Fox 20:50
Wayne Kaiser 45:42 23. Vem Lewis (V) 1:45:37 13. Bill Weidner 20:56
Tom Sawyer 45:51 24. Tom Harrington 1:46:19 14. Richie Allen 20:57
W.E. Lazette 45:52 25. Arnie Clark 1:46:36 15. Robert Cleveland 20:58
Catherine Violette 45:53* 26. Bill Gayton (M) 1:46:50 16. William Barter 21:00
Sarah Faunce 45:54* 27. Gafton Fontaine 1:46:59 17. Gary Vear 21:03
Connie Pacillo 45:57* 28. Skip Rowe 1:47:52 18. Jeff Brochu 21:04
Cush Hayward 46:01 29. Michael Cameron 1:47:56 19. Cliff Rogers 21:21
Patricia Murchie 46:02* 30. Frank Morong (M) 1:49:27 20. David Alley 21:38
Katherine Foley 46:06* 31. Stanley Sheldon, Jr. 1:52:27 21. Richard Powell 21:42
Melissa Curtis 46:06* 32. Ray Fournier 1:52:27 22. Greg Dorr 21:48
Ann Marie Chandler 46:06* 33. Joanie Rhoda 1:53:16* 23. Matt Rice 21:59
Randy Power 46:11 34. Roger Putnam 1:54:10 24. Denny Harmon 22:01
Larry Reinsborough 46:18 35. Cliff Fletcher (M) 1:57:01 25. Mike Norman 22:06
Carolyn Cook 46:28* 36. John Edmondson (M) 1:57:02 26. Kenny Await (M) 22:12
Lisa Ferandez 46:43* 37. Paul D'Amboise (V) 1:58:19 27. Robin Emery 22:16*
Phil Dube 46:52 38. Joanne Petkus 1:58:57* 28. Craig Everett 22:20
Philip Pierce 46:52 39. Diane Fournier 1:58:58* 29. M. Craig Maker 22:23
Barbara Reidman 46:53* 40. Paul Dali (M) 1:59:43 30. John Howe II 22:25
Robert Davis 46:55 41. Shirley Packard 2:00:01* 31. Matt Dunlap 22:27
Cynthia Smith 46:55* 42. Gerald Hoff (M) 2:01:05 32. Randy Merchant 22:35
Carmen Corbett 47:05* 43. Jerri Bushey 2:02:18* 33. Bill Pinkham (M) 22:36
Diana Churchill 47:07* 44. Gary Dawbin (M) 2:04:13 34. Verl Dyer 22:55
Connie Kippax 47:08* 45. Dave Gugan (M) 2:05:13 35. Barney Hallowell (M) 22:57
Diana McCarthy 47:13* 46. Daniel Force 2:08:36 36. Andrew Seeley Sr. 23:01
Charles Sloan 47:14 47. Bert Gendron (V) 2:10:23 37. Andy Strout 23:04
Tammy Butler 47:15* 48. Anne Geller 2:11:13* 38. Robbie Pendergist 23:09
Nancy Kibler 47:36* 49. Charlie Frair 2:11:13 39. Christie Baldwin 23:24*
Mary Cashman 47:43* 50. Nelson Mathews 2:19:07 40. Tony McKin 23:24
Alison Brown 47:44* 51. Margie Force 2:19:18* 41. Kenton Feeney 23:29
Nancy Crowell 47:52* 52. William Tozier (V) ,2:20:10 42. Calvin Cousins 23:44
Brenda Cushman 48:08* 53. Susan Adams 2:20:42* 43. Chris Boyle 23:46
Richard Neuts 48:12 54. Dean Farrar 2:20:43 44. Darren Lord 23:47
Patricia Schiro 48:29* 55. Sheree Rizzardie 2:35:40* 45. Martin Schiff (M) 23:50
Katl^rine Collins 48:31* 46. Paul Berg 24:02
Rolanda McFarland 48:32* Results courtesy of Ray Giglio 47. Kellie Stratton 24:13*
Race Director
48. Steve Theriault 24:17 142.. Skidda Jordan 40:13 31. Ben Maxey 18:50
49. Edmund Mieszkowski 24:19 143., Lynn Ahlhlad 41:57* 32. Jim Nesbitt 18:56
50. Andrew Seeley, Jr. 24:20 144.. Kathy Woodside 44:57* 33. Ron Clark 19:03
51. Isom Sargent 24:21 145.. Helen Hill 44:58* 34. Jay Mullin 19:18
52. Danny Hagen 24:23 146., Cathy Wilson 46:19* 35. John McCormack 19:26
53. William McDonald 24:25 147.. Janice Bejare no time* 36. Tim Crowley 19:30
54. Rebecca Bryer 24:27* 37. Clifford Ouellette 19:32
55. Ed Raymaker (M) 24:30 Results courtesy of Jim Pendergist 38. Jerry Tucker 19:33
56. Paul Matlock 24:31 Race Director 39. Carol McElwee 19:35*
57. Guy Dunbar 24:32 ★ * ************ * * * * 40. Brad Butterworth 19:42
58. Tony Beardsley 24:35 41. Paul LaPointe 19:43
59. Terry Towne 24:37 SRI CHINMOY 2 MILE RACE 42. Chad Walton 19:47
60. Gene Rice (M) 24:40 Brunswick area Apr 2nd 43. Jeff Cyr 19:48
61. 0 x x Whi fco 24:43 44. Michael Young 19:53
62. 45. Nancy Jackson 19:56*
63. Dawn Viricel 24:57* 1. Lance Guliani 9:49 46. Larry Mangus 20:07
64. Braden Alley 25:00 2. Jason Cakouros 10:18 47. John Millhouse 20:13
65. 3. Daniel Cake 10:31/ 48. Roger Richards 20:21
66, Barry Harchire 25:05 4. Joe Bennett 10:46^> 49. Ben Levek 20:23
67. Carl Marsh 25:07 5. Gregory Emerson 11:26 50. John McIntyre 20:26
68. Lori Holyoke 25:18* 6. Thomas Brunelle 11:31 51. Shannon Kines 20:28
69. Lee Henderson 25:25 7. Charles Hutchins (M) 12:32 52. David Maxey 20:36
70. Dr. Charles Dorr 25:47 8. Glenn Clausen 12:44 53. Tom Holmes 20:40
71. Lisa Seeley 26:00* 9. Bradley Mallett, Jr. 12:55 54. Merle Bragg 20:42
72. Jimmy Davis 26:04 10. Thomas Sullivan 13:00 55. March Craviho 20:50
73. Deedra Beal 26:11* 11. William Doherty (M) 13: Q6 56. Bob Marzyl 21:05
74. Missy Shea 26:15* 12. Jim Pellerin 13:23 57. Jeanne Christie 21:07
75. Tom Kirby 26:17 13. Brian Brewer 13:30 58. James Wright 21:10
76. Chris Hicks 26:18 14. Jon Wolkow 13:36 59. Joshua Day 21:11
77. Alan Groh 26:19 15. Sam Wagner 13:44 60. J. Gorski 21:13
78. Kerry Shea 26:19* 16. Elizabeth Poulin 13:50* 61. Mark Ouellette 21:15
79. Ken Shea 26:22 17. Donald Cheetham (V) 14:09 62. Pete Gagne 21:19
80. Gregory Lounder 26:27 18. John Lougee (V) 14:13 63. Troy Pelletier 21:22
81. John Merchant 26:28 19. Michelle Lucier 14:16* 64. Andrea Lake 21:26*
82. John Dzierzynski 26:37 20. Patricia Oullette 15:13* 65. Pat Civiello 21:34
83. Thomas Severance 26:38 21. Betty Hahn (M) 15:26* 66. Paul Hoegler 21:54
84. Alan Johnson 26:38 22. Kent Burnham 15:30 67. Marlon Cochran 21:58
85. Karen- Thomas 26:41* Jud Lohnes 15:30 68. Brett Seamans 21:59
86. Joan Merriam 26:44* 24. Leonard Rainey (M) 15:49 69. Dana Connors 22:00
87. Howard Lawpaugh 26:52 25. Matt Higbee 15:56 70. Hector Pupo 22:02
88. Chris Everett 26:53 26. Guy Cote (V) 15:57 71. Tim Lynch 22:05
89. Frank Donaldson 26:55 27. Carmella Pellerin (M)1 16:13* 72. Lyn Deeves 22:06*
90. Richie Henderson 26:56 28. Peter Kramer 16:19 73. Robert Knox 22:09
91. Bruce Spaulding 27:05 29. Larry Barron 16:22 74. Regina Glover 22:10*
92. Eddie McFarland 27:10 30. Hannah Gibbs (M) 16:28* 75. Patrick Maxey 22:11
93. Eddie St. John (M) 27:12 31. Don Douglas 16:29 76. David A. Rakiechi 22:12
94. Linda Bedard (Ml 27:14* 32. Debbie Beal 16:36* 77. Val Zullo 22; 19
95. Danny Await 27:21 33. Michael Webster 16:51 78. Joe Beaulieu 22:20
96. Kevin Pottle 27:22 34. Barbara Gros 16:58* 79. Donna Sund 22:32*
97. Karl Hill 27:22 35. Jane Barron 17:02* 80. Tim Olore 22:38
98. 36. Bethany Frost 17:24* 81. Alicia Haviland 22:39*
99. Christopher Dorr 27:34 37. Adam Lohnes 18:25 82. Mark Freeman 22:42
100. Patricia Hugessen 27:40* 38. Tracie Webster 19:21* 83. Jim Stout 22:45
101. Aaron Merriam 27:53 39. Lucille Moreau 21:18* 84. Willy Roy 22:52
102. Paul Frye 28:07 40. Rita Furbush (V) 21:20* 85. Dick Marston 23:09
103. Melissa Frye 28:15* 86. Derek Hines 23:11
104. James Kelly 28:22 Results courtesy of Sukanya Csenge 87. Lyman Lohse 23:12
105. Robert Jancewicz 28:26 Sri Chinmoy Marathon Team 88. William Davidshofer 23:19
106. Mardi Reed 28:43* *. * ************ ***** 89. Eddie St. John 23:24
107. Ed O’Connell (M) 28:45 90. Donald Scott 23:32
108. Greg Turner 28:51 UMPI SPRING RUN-OFF ROAD RACE 91. Philip Sayre 23:33
109. Michaela Kane 28:55fr Presque Isle 5K Apr 9th 92. Heidi Van Wagner 23:34*
110. Brumbi Maguire 29:01* — 93. Mike Craft 23:55
111. Susan Nash 29:07* 94. Benny Lilly 24:15
112. Michael Downey 29:08 1. Paul Plissey 14:57 95. Susan Drummond 24:20
113. John Walls, Sr. (M) 29:16 2. David Mangus 15:42 96. Scott MacDonald 24:36
114. Phid Lawless 29:21 3. Glenn Hines 15:43 97. Wm. Clark Ketcham 24:43
115. Karen Kickes (M) 29:25* 4. Conrad Walton (M) 16:01 98. Timothy McCormack 24:48
116. Patrick Reilly 29:45 5. Rusty Taylor 16:30 99. Clark Jalbert 24:59
117. Pete Reilly 30:32 6. Tim Robinson 16:37 100. Bill Scott 25:00
118. Karen Adler 30:46* 7. Herman Pelletier (M) 16:42 101. Kim Smith 25:01*
119. Carter Walls 31:48 8. Dan Bustard 16:48 102. Chris Smith 25:03
120. Cindy Merritt 31:49* 9. Scott Hutchinson 16:51 103. John McElwee 25:17
121. Mary Rosborough 31:51* 10. Rick Shelton 16:52 104. Ralph McElwain 25:34
122. Diane Collins 31:51 11. Glenn Bailey 17:10 105. Aurele Ouellet (V) 25:40
123. Ed Cutting 31:52 12. Mark Cowell 17:20 106. Bill Coleman 25:53
124. Kristina Anderson 32:04 13. Yvon Levesque 17:34 107. James T. Kenny 26:08
125. 14. Bill Schofield 17:50 108. Suzanne Beaudet 26:21*
126. Joseph Norman 32:56 15. Fred Putnam 17:52 109. Lee Marston 27:02
127. Condula Swett 33:46* 16. Dale Bailey 17:53 110. Robin Lessoff 27:10*
128. Leah Rae Donahue 33:53* 17. Loren Bailey 17:54 111. Mike Mangus 28:04
129. Michael Donahue 33:52 18. Sam Hamilton (V) 18:04 112. Gail Fitzmaurice 28:06*
130. Michelle Piskura 34:27* 19. Matt Scott 18:13 113. Janice Charette 28:20*
131. 20. Jeff Ashby 18:16 114. Darcie McElwee 28:21*
132. Nancy Adams 34:52* 21. Steve Porter 18:21 115. Deb Reid 28:23*
133. Mark Rosborough 34:52 22. Bruce Twombly 18:26 116. Christi Nesbitt 28:24*
134. Michelle Andrews 36:21* 23. Doug Swallow 19:33 117. Douglas Marston 28:48
135. John Lounder 36:45 24. Larry Whipkey 18:37 118. Michael Graves 29:21
136. Bill Spreng 36:46 25. Emily Higgins 18:38* 119. Maggie Nesbitt 29:38*
137. Sarah Walls (M) 36:54* 26. Dean Read 18:39 120. Milton Bailey 30:40
138. Ann Cunningham 36:56* 27. Terry Tompkins 18:40 121. Kathy Newell 32:40*
139. Edward Hamlin 36:57 28. Harry Taylor 18:40 122. Millie Jalbert 32:45*
140. Danielle Kane 36:58* 29. Bob Duprey 18:42 123. Gary Craft 32:52
141. Duncan Rosborough 36:58 30. Steve M. Emery 18:46 124. Storm Craft 32:53
125. Sara*. Sayre 34:16*
12r: Ctmnia-Rakimchi 34:17*
127. Bubba Blanchette 37:00
128. Patti O'Connor 37:02
Results courtesy of Larry Mangus 
Aroostook Joggernauts
******************
FORT WESTERN TIRE CO. TWOSOME & OPEN 
Augusta 5 mile April 9th
1. Kim Wettlaufer 25:58
2. Jeff Crocker 26:25
3. John Fitzgerald 26:30
4. Peter Lessard 26:40
5. Bill Hine 26:45
6. William Sullivan 26:54
7. Greg Nelson 27:03
8. Fred Judkins, II 27:16
9. Mitchell Lovering 28:31
10. Philip Coffin 28:48
11. Chris Miller 29:02
12. Gene Roy 29:11
13. Geoffrey Hill 29:29
14. Ralph Thomas (M) 29:37
15. Tom Harrington 30:02
16. Gary Wright 30:11
17. Jeffrey Preble 30:34
18. Jim Coffin 30:40
19. Jim Floyd 30:53
20. Chris Metcalf 30:57
21. Michael Cameron 31:04
22. Mark Jose 31:15
23. Thomas Bennett 31:16
24. Bill Kerwin (M) 31:24
25. David Bushey 31:26
26. Karen McCann 31:31*
27. Dennis Hayes 31:42
28. Gary Grady 31:45
29. Bruce King 32:05
30. Mert Dearnley 32:21
31. Mike Kelly 32:40
32. Bill Sayres (V) 32:49
33 o John Schwerdel 32:50
33 o Bill Seekins 32:53
35. Stacy Prescott 33:15*
36. Peter Tozier 33:19
37. Maddy Butcher 33:21*
38. Glen Larkin 33:27
39. David Comeau 33:28
40. Paul Dali (M) 33:33
41. Alan Gould 33:33
42. Charles Huchins (M) 33:42
43. Theresa Lewis 33:47*
44. Dale Huff, Jr. 33:58
45. Kelly Hoskins 34:01*
46. David Gillis 34:12
47. Marty Weiss 34:25
48. Jesse Gill 34:33
49. Kelly Bennett 34:35*
50. Joanie Rhoda 34:45*
51. Evelyn King 34:54*
52. Robert LaCasse 34:57
53. Marsha Giglio 34:59*
54. Bob Rheault (V) 35:04
55. Jane Waddle 35:07*
56. Robert Waddle (V) 35:08
57. Tracy McHatton 35:21*
58. Charles C. Munier 35:28
59. Cliff Olson (M) 35:36
60. Lawrence Cole (M) 35:44
61. Terri Gousse 35:53*
62. James Chase 36:02
63. Joe Vidulich 36:05
64. Dick Cummings (M) 36:15
65. Anne Ludovice 36:22*
66. Gard Rand (M) 36:27
67. Jo Comeau 36:28*
68. Gregory Allen 36:34
69. Laurie Davis 36:41*
70. Lucien Lessard (M) 36:43
71. Gary Dawbin (M) 36:43
72. Wendy Sayres (M) 36:52*
73. Kevin Wells 37:48
73. Jerri Bushey 37:59*
75. Sarah Roy 38:21*
76. Bob Boynton (M) 38:22
77. John Tripp (V) 38:50
78. William Tozier (V) 39:07
79. Heidi Bennett 39:15*
80. Bruce Beasley 39:16
81. Eli^beth Griffin 39:26*
82. Nicole Judkins 39:58*
83. Joe Bennett (V) 40:06
84. Donna Donald 40:10*
85. Goff French 40:11
86. Malcom Glidden 40:27
87. Ian MacKinnon (M) 41:58
88. Fred Wiand (M) 42:15
89. George Quintal 42:16
90- Gary Veilleux 43:09
91. Susan St. John Rheault 44:01*
92< Everett Johnson 44:46
93. Edwin Wyman (M) 45:03
Richard Anderson (V) 45:19
95. Mary Cashman 46:41*
96. Isabelle Wiand (M) 57:25*
Results courtesy of Greg Nelson
Maine Road Ramblers Race Committee
BREWER BOOSTER'S 5 MILER 
Brewer Apr 16th
1. Michael Westphal 26:18
2. Jeff Crawford 26:23
3. Tom Scagliarini 28:41
4. Dwight Blease 29:31
5. Glen Holyoke 29:32
6. Len Price 29:33
7. Ricky Allen 29:37
8. Jeff Brochu 29:38
9. Cliff Hatfield (M) 30:52
10. Matt Ewing 31:07
11. Jeff Lancaster 31:07
12. Steve Palley 31:09
13. Oskar Feichtinger (M) 31:33
12 o Lewis Gordon 32:36
15. Larry Rich 32:37
16. Carl Bowen 33:08
17. Charles Fransis 33:13
18. Alden Foss 34:13
19. Dan Merrill 34:27
20. John Holyoke 34:29
21. Bob Gaboury (M) 35:12
22. John Mills 35:13
23. Bruce Spaulding 35:24
24. Lee Omhart 35:41
25. Danny Cahill 36:27
26. Chales Clapper (V) 38:38
27. Leona Clapper (V) 38:51*
28. Jan Washburn 39:00*
29. Dawn Fraser 39:17*
30. Lori Holyoke 39:17*
31. Tim Parritt 39:18
32. Sheriden Treat 39:46*
33. Lisa Sholler 39:49*
34. Ann Rideout 40:12*
3So Betty Ellen Kiah 49:02*
36. Dennis Kiah 49:02
Results courtesy of Vaughn Holyoke
Brewer Boosters Club
* * ********** * * * * * *
FIFTH ANNUAL ST. PATRICK 'S DAY FUN RUN
Harbor House, SW HBR Mar 17th
Two Mile:
1. Clifford Noyes 11:54
2. Bobbie Pendergast 12:23
3. Garret Long 12:50
4. Guy Dunbar 13:19
5. Jennifer Shea 13:20*
6. Carl Olsen 13:24
7. Branden Alley 13:25
8. Kerry Shea 14:10*
9. Matt Worthen 15:05
10. Mike Olsen 15:30
11. Beth Lyons 17:19*
12. Sid Salvatore 17:37
13. Tommy Davis 18:23
14. Oreo 18:57
15. Briggs Bedigian 18:58
16. Joe Parsons 22:57
Four Mile:
1. David Alley 24:21
2. Ken Shea 25:17
3. Kenton Feeney 26:12
4. Bill Pinkham 26:30
5. Cliff Olson 28:46
6. Geoffrey Knowles 30:10
7. Jinny Davis 30:18
Results courtesy of Marty Lyons 
Harbor House Director
FORT WESTERN TIRE TWOSOME
1. Kim Wettlaufer 
Kelly Bennett
25:58
34:35
60:33
2. William Sullivan 
Kelly Hoskins
26:54
34:01
60:55
3. Greg Nelson
Joanie Rhoda
27:03
34:45
61:48
4. Jeff Crocker
Terri Gousse
26:25
35:53
62:18
5. Chris Miller
Maddy Butcher
29:02
33:21
62:23
6. Dennis Hayes
Karen McCann
31:42
31:31
63:13
7. Tom Harrington 
Theresa Lewis
30:02
33:47
63:49
8. Geoffrey Hill 
Marsha Giglio
29:29
34:59
64:28
9. Gary Grady
Stacy Prescott
31:45
33:15
65:00
10. Bruce King
Evelyn King
32:05
34:54
66:59
11. Fred Judkins II 
Nicole Judkins
27:16
39:58
67:14
12. Gene Roy
Sarah Roy
29:11
38:21
67:32
13. Mark Jose
Anne Ludovice
31:15
36:22
67:37
14. David Bushey
Jerri Bushey
31:26
37:59
69:25
15. David Gillis
Tracy McHatton
34:12
35:21
69:33
16. Bill Sayres
Wendy Sayres
32:49
36:52
69:41
CRANBERRY UPDATE
Are you wondering who has been 
accepted into the Great Cran- 
Berry Road Race? Remember the 
first 100 entered would be in 
the race and then another 100 
to 150 would be chosen in a 
random drawing at a later date. 
Here1s who's in so far...
Jerry Bates 
Paul O’Brien 
David McOuilkin 
Bob Johnson 
Ed Rice
Betty Constantine 
Susan Smith 
Ray Baisdell, Jr 
Loren Ritchie 
Alan Howard 
Kathy Martin 
Jim Kelly 
Nancy Nicholson 
Jay Blake 
Al Banfield 
Christie Baldwin 
Steve Kazmierczak 
Jody Brown 
Joel St. Pierre 
Peter Carr 
Mardi Reed 
Brian Lasalle 
Fred Schmidt 
Alan Johnson 
Ginny Smith 
David Lunn 
Summer Weeks, Jr 
Erich Reed 
Carole Baldwin 
Larry Lunn 
Aaron Merriam 
Chip Blake 
Kathy Dali 
Larry Van Peursem 
Gil Roderick 
Donald Back 
Paula Dunbar 
Eleanor Spear 
Robert Cleveland 
Adele St. Pierre 
Patricia Patry 
Ron Jones 
Hildegard Veher 
Dawn Poulin 
Peter Curran 
Don Bruce 
Brian Blethen 
Guy Dunbar
Hope Bates
William Fenton 
Debbie Johnson 
Brett Johnson 
Robin Balentine 
Linwood Hildreth 
Christopher Hilton 
Hubert Strom 
Barry McLaughlin 
Garril Worcester 
Felice Worcester 
Nick Shema 
Kathy Van Peursem 
Maureen Guerin 
Margaret Horton 
Jeff St. Pierre 
Gerard Patry 
Barbara Adams 
Barney Hallowell 
William Adams 
Scott Cook
Roy "the boy" Corbin
Joan Leslie
Tom Severance
Bill Wezoner
Jane Laurer
Dottie Wood
Tom Wood
Geoffrey Hill
Lynn Ahlblad
Dwayne Bailey
Stan Blake
Paul Dali
Fred Merriam
Beth Lyons
Mark Stover
Marty Lyons
Ralph Baldwin
John Horton
Mary Knowlton
Martin Schiff
Mark Sullivan
Sharon Everett
Joan Merriam
John Everett
Ron Hunter
James Black
Paul Guerin
RUNNING«
Saucony - Tiger - Etonic Shoes 
Bill Rodgers, Moving Comfort 
Woman on the Run 
Everything from Sorbethane to 
Pulseometers
PADDLING
Large selection of canoes & 
kayaks Complete line of 
accessories.
CAMPING
EQUIPMENT
Northface - Kelty - Camptrails 
White Stag
From stuff sacks to Fabiano 
ultra-lite hiking boots, we have 
the largest selection of camping 
goods in Eastern Maine.
TENNIS & 
RACQUETBALL
Prince - Head - Rossignol -
Ektelon & Donnay Racquets
Diadora & Etonic Shoes 
Le Coq Sportif Apparel
Athletics East
BOSTON MARATHON RUNNER’S CAPS
Lightweight, durabel 100% cotton 
caps. Keep the sun from your 
eyes on those long runs. One 
size fits all. A collector’s 
item of the Boston 1983 Marathon 
where Joan Benoit set an amazing 
world record.
$2.75 + .75 postage 
Send check or money order to:
Athletics East, 123 Franklin St.,
Bangor, Maine 04401
Allow 4-7 days delivery time.
Donald Spear 
Ellen Hunter 
Ron Poulin 
Alan Groh 
Anne Carroll 
Barbara Plank 
Mark Stillings 
O.J. Logue, III 
Dan Dearing 
Thom Amnotte 
Lee Stover 
Fred Judkins 
Steve Carle 
Deke Talbot 
Lance Guliani
Eddie Brissette 
Virginia Vendrell 
Mary Alice Bruce 
Barbara Louge 
Carol Roy 
Dick Balentine 
Mickey Lackey 
Joe Gallant 
Gary Coyne 
Craig Everett 
John Dionne 
Chris Bovie 
Jon Rummler 
Edward McFarland
Those are the runners already in. If you 
sent in an application but don’t see your 
name above, don't give up hope. You still 
could be chosen in the drawing to be held 
Friday, May 13th.
A shoe for runners who 
are murder on running shoes.
When you hit the road, 
does the road hit back?
The New Balance 555 is designed for people who are tough 
on running shoes, or who do their running in areas that are 
tough on shoes. With a unique carbon rubber hounds- 
tooth outersole and combination-lasted design, its 
the most durable multi-terrain running shoe
New Balance has ever made. -
new balance 
555
The New Balance 460 keeps your feet from taking a beating.
The Recoil midsole is light and springy for comfort. And the 
durable Superflex outersole provides exceptional shock- — 
absorption. So you can hit your stride. Without
getting hit back.
Available in a variety of widths.
new balanceAvailable in a variety of widths.
jnmes bailey  co. inc.
The (Ttalne Tradition In Sports
26^ Middle Street. Intown Portland 774-663:;
Skowhegan State Fair and Dollars for Scholars 
TWILIGHT FIVE 
MILER
and one mile fun run 
(twelve and under)
7:00 p.m., August 11, 1983
Starts and stops on the race track 
The course runs through Skowhegan
Wheel measured course, splits every mile
Digital timer
Commemorative long sleeve T-shirts 
available to the first 100 pre-registrants
Fair passes to all registrants
Awards to all those who improve their 
estimated time
Use this as your training run to improve 
your time or compete for awards in several 
categories
Race registration forms available at: 
Skowhegan State Fair Association Office 
61 Water Street 
Skowhegan, Maine 04976
WE WANT YOU!
TO CELEBRATE 
THE 4th 
WITH US!
4th of July 
10 KM & 2 Mile Races
DATE:
Monday, July 4th, 1983
TIME:
2 mile starts at 8:30 
10 km starts at 9:30
Race Limits:
First 65010 km runners 
First 350 2 mile runners
RACE FEATURES:
Electronic Timer 
Big Digital Clock at Finish 
Wheel Measured
PRIZES:
Shower Facilities 
Immediate Results 
Refreshments
$100 L. L. Bean Gift Certificate:
For first male and female finisher in the 10 km race.
$25 L. L. Bean Gift Certificate:
For first male and female finisher in the 2 mile race.
L L. Bean Running Shorts and Trophies:
Available to top finishers in all other divisions.
SPECIAL:
$100 L. L. Bean Gift Certificate:
For first male to break at 30.30 and first female to break at 
36.00 in the 10 km race.
REGISTRATION:
$3.00 early registration fee 
$4.00 day of the race
REGISTER DAY OF THE RACES AT:
Freeport High School All-Purpose Room
RACE RECORDS:
10 km Men, Doug Ingersoll, 31.20 (1982)
Women, Jane Welzel, 36.05 (1982)
2 mile Men, Chris Kein, 10.13(1982)
Women, Jo Cornea, 12.22 (1982)
25 DIFFERENT CATAGORIES 
FOR RACE APPLICATION:
Send self enclosed envelop to:
Thad Dwyer 
Road Race 
L. L. Bean, Inc.
Freeport, ME 04033
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Thad Dwyer: 865-4761 Ext. 2106
^Cefniston
^Recreation
department
1RB3
Date: SUN DAY — JUN E 26th
Time: 10:00 A.M.
Course: A point to point race from the Auburn Mall to the Lewiston Armory
(a four-mile wheel measured course).
Entry Fee: Free painters caps to the first 200 runners to register.
$3.00 pre-entry — $4.00 on the day of the race at the start.
Awards: Merchandise from The Athletic Attic, Auburn Mall.
Open First five Male & Female
30-39 1st & 2nd Male & Female
40 - 49 1st & 2nd Male & Female
50 + 1st & 2nd Male & Female
13 - under First five finishers
Send Entry Forms To:
Athletic Attic
Auburn Mall, Box 9099, Auburn, Maine 04210 
Tel: (207) 786-2507
• The race will start at The Athletic Attic, cross the Vietnam Veterans’ Memorial Bridge and 
finish in front of the Lewiston Memorial Armory on Central Avenue.
• No facilities at start; locker rooms, rest rooms, cold showers at the finish.
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, intending to be legally bound, do hereby, for myself, my 
heirs, executors and administrators waive and release any and all rights and claims for damages I may 
have against the City of Lewiston, City of Auburn, Athletic Attic, Lewiston Recreation Department and 
all others connected with the Solstice Strut road race for any injuries suffered by me at this competi-
tion.
Name______________________________ Age_________ Sex_________ Date of Birth______________
Address____________________________ City__________________ State___________ Zip_________
S i g nat u re__ ____________________________________________________________________________
&
S£C0WD ANNUa L *
1
^>TN CONJUNCTION WtTH 
HOrtECOMiNG- TATS
fauvs  f*^
" NEW ENGLAND'S TOUGHEST 10 KM "
Date: Saturday, June 25, 1983
Time: One Mile Pun Run - 9:00 a. m.
10 KM Road Run - 11:00 a. m.
Course: A hilly, scenic run up and down Pottle Hill
over secondary and dirt roads; well marked; 
wheel measured; water stations; split times.
The Pun Run is a flat, straight one mile dash.
Time to Beat: 35:55 ( Kim Wettlaufer, 1982)
Awards: Immediately following each race
Facilities: There is room to change hut no shower facili-
ties. Refreshments available after each race.
Pees: Pun Run - $1.00 10 KM Race - $3.00
Registration: Pre-registration - Use form on rear
Day of race - Pun Run 7:45 - 8:45 a. m.
10 KM 9:30 - 10:45 a. m.
Location - 73 Main St.
Mechanic Palls, Me.
( Mechanic Palls Town Square )
STAY AND ENJOY THE PARADE AND OTHER HOMECOMING DAY FESTIVITIES
9:00 ONE MILE PUN RUN
11:00 MAIN EVENT - MEASURED 10 KM (APPROX 6.2 Ml) ROAD RUN
N ame____________________________________ Ag e________ S ex_______
Ad dre ss______________________________________________________
I hereby release the race sponsors and directors from any 
responsibility for my participation in these events.
If under 18, parenf/guardian Signature
Make checks payable to: Pottle Works Road Run 
P. 0. Box 192
Mechanic Palls, Me. 04256 
Tel: 345 5851
Enclosed: _____ $1.00 for Pun Run _____ $3.00 for 10 KM
Ctifi ft
EIGHTH ANNUAL TOUR DU LAC- 
10 Mile Road Race 
Bucksport, Maine
Saturday, June 25, 1933 at 8:30 A.M.
Sponsored by; Central Maine Striders and Bucksport Recreation Department 
Registration; Bucksport High School - 7s30 -• 8; 15 A.M.
Entry Fee; $2.00 at the race; No preregistration
AWARDS
Time certificates to all finishers
Trophies; To the first 3 male finishers and to the first 3 female finishers 
Prizes: To first male and female finishers in the following age categories
under 14, 14-18, 19-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60 and over
husband/wife, father/son, father/daughter, mother/son, 
mother/daughter ccxribined time
No runner will be eligible to receive more than one award.
Courses Scenic, hilly, secondary roads
Facilities; Cold showers and lockers available.
Bring your cwn towel and lock.
Aid stations: Water at 2.5, 4.5, and 7.5 miles 
5 mile split
COURSE RECORDS (1978-1982)
Mai a Female
1. under 14 Kevin Kein 77:09 Patty Clapper 80s 20
2. 14-18 Steve Kozlovitch 54:02 Jamie Dunn 66:43
3. 19-29 O.J. Logue 52:47 Judi Amer 68:25
4. 30-39 Kurt Lauenstein 51:18 Robin Emery 64:35
5. 40-49 Ralph Thomas 55:43 Jeannette LaPlante 73:07
6. 50-59 Carlton Mendel 67:21 Leona Clapper 78:53
7. 60+ Hazard Jaffe 70:44
8. Husband/Wife 125:55 — Harold & Andrea Hatch
9. Mother/Daughter 9
10. Mother/Son 132:30 — /Andrea & Mark Hatch
11. Father/Son 120:45 — Chris & Jim Kein
12. Father/Daughter 140:05 — Frank & Andrey Roberts
Questions: Which Fox will win?
Will a Mother /Daughter combo compete?
Will Duane & Nurdlie get out of the woods?
How many categories will the Clappens run away with? 
Will the Nortons really return?
ANNOUNCING THE 1983 ...................................................
UNION TRUST
4milek / .AND RUNNER'S CLINIC
TO BENEFIT LOCAL VOLUNTEER LIBRARIES
Date: June 11, 1983
Location: Union Trust Company, start & finish at drive-in facility 
on State Street, Ellsworth
Time: 9:30 AM
Registration: Fee is $4.00. Registration begins at 8:30 AM. Pre-registration is
encouraged. T-shirts awarded to first 250 entrants. Send registration 
forms and entry fee to Union Trust Company, 66 Main Street, Ellsworth 
ME 04605. If there are any questions, contact Race Committee 
at 667-2504.
Course: Run on back roads of Ellsworth and along Route 1A. Approximately 4 miles.
Facilities: Rest rooms will be available at the bank and city hall.
Award categories: BOYS/MEN
10 and under
11 - 14 
15 - 18 
19 - 30 
31 - 40 
over 40
GIRLS/WOMEN
10 and under
11 - 14 
15 - 18 
19 - 30 
31 - 40 
over 40
Course Records: Male: 1982 Jim Newett 20:31, Female: 1981 Robin Emery 24:44
Runner's Clinic: June 10, 1983 at 7:00 pm - Ellsworth High School Cafeteria 
with: Andy Palmer, guest lecturer
ENTRY FORM
In consideration of acceptance of this entry, I hereby waive and release any and all rights 
and claims for damages I may have against sponsors and officials for any and all injuries 
suffered by me in the 1983 Union Trust 4-MILER.
Name__________________________________________ Sex: M___ F___  T shirt size XS, S, M, L,XL
Ad d re s s __________________________________________ C i ty__________________ State______________
Signature________________________________________________ Age ________ Club _____________ _____
arent or guardian (if under 18) ____________
YES, I plan to attend the Runner's Clinic
UNION
TRUST
DIXMONT HILLS
10k road  race
June II th
Sponsored by the Dixmont Gold Crest Riders Snowmobile Club as the 
opening event of their Annual Two Day Spring Pair.
Road Race will begin and end at the Dixmont Gold Crest Riders Club-
house, located on the Cates Rd., off Rt. #7, 2 mile north of the 
intersection of Rts. #7 and #9 at Dixmont Corner. All other fair 
events, including beano, midway games, pony pulling, horseshoe 
tournaments, backhouse race, manure pitching contest, potato peel-
ing contest, rolling pin throwing contest, etc. will be conducted 
at the Clubhouse.
Road Race Time: 10 A.M. Rain or Shine.
Registration: 8:30 - 9'^5 A.M. Entry fee is $4.50. Free T-shirts 
to first 60 registrants.
Awards: Trophies to first place finishers in each of il divisions.
Divisions: Men’s and Women’s: 13 to 19, 20 to 29, 30 to 39, 40 to 
49, and 50 and over. Children: 12 and under.
Trophies: Donated by D. D. Terrill and Sachs Dolmar Dealers. 
Complete Results Will be Published in Maine Running Magazine.
Entry Form Dixmont Hills 10k Road Race 10 A.M. Sat. June 11,1983
Name______________________________________Age__________Sex________
Addre s s___________________________________________________________
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I for myself, my
heirs and assigns hereby waive and release any rights and claims
I have against the sponsors of this race.
Signature Parent's Signature if under 18
Fill out to turn in the morning of the race, or mail to Dixmont Hills
10k Road Race, c/o Sonia Erskine, Dixmont, Maine 04932
For additional information contact Sonia Erskine, Tel. 234-2271
/' if
Ninth Annual Great Maine Race
A . ■ v /
The course this year will run 15K up Rt. 24 over senic 
Bailey’s and Qrr’s Islands and ending on'-^Great Zlsla^,
Pinkham point. The course is fairly hilly. fhe paho.e4 
will start at Lands End, Bailey’s Island taklhg thlp 'Shortest / 
route to Quahog'Lobster Inc. in Quahog Bay (’this Is where I 
the runners finish too ). The race will be mass s.tart for < 
both runners and canoes with an overall, trophy awarded to .. <■
the, first to reach the finish, runner pr canoe. This )is at 
running entry, for a canoe entry form send a s.a.S.e. to / $ 
...Quahog Lobster Inc. Brunswick"Me. 04011. . / A'
Q.
•A
/ i
Date
Registration
June 12, ,1933 10 AM , / / / / //
3:30 - 9:45 on race day at Lands End/ 
Balley’b Is. i M .< • jA /Y
Preregistration j Mail t$ Robert. Waddle, R.P.D. #2 BoX-/ 
2152,'<Brunswick’,'Me. 04011 pr in person 
at Quahog Lobster Inc. Pinkham Point,
(off at. 24 ). 3 /A;
Entry Pee : $4.00 befor June ?th, $£.00 aftpri
Course : 15K starting at"Lands End on Bailey’s
Island to) Quahog Lobster Inc. on pinkham 
Pt. over /three islands. There will be 
water at Bl/2 and 51/2, and at the start 
and finish. The course is wheerl measured 
with mile marks every mile and splits 
at 1 and 5.
Awards : Male ani female 1,2, 3c 3 in the following 
catagories; 18 4 under
; 19-29
30 - 39
A 40 - 49 jt
s- 50 4 over
. .... , it.-7 overall
Post race : Refreshment will be available at the
hfinish. Transportation will be available 
/ \back to the start for any vehicles left
there. Complete results will be 
/ published in the Maine Runner.
Please e^nter/me in the 1983 Great Maine Race. I agree to assume 
all responsability for all risk or damage I may incur as a 
participant in this event.
Add ress z'7 ..
______ ''______ ________________________________ Age_________________ .
~A)-?* /J
3 i gnat pre________________________________________________________________
T shlrp. eize^___________ T shirts to the first 100 registrants
3snd to Robert Waddle R.P.D.#2 Box 2152 Brunswick Me. 040'’
3rd ANNUAL
FRONTIER’S DAY ROAD RACE
LISBON
RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
a
E
E
L
u
MILER
a.
M
E
A
S
U
R
E
D
LISBON
JAYCEES
WHERE: STARTS AT Mark's Fast Foods & Groceries,Inc., Route 196, lisbon Falls 
Maine - across the street from the Lisbon High School.
WHEN: Sunday, June 19, 1983 9s00 a.®* (rain ok  shine)
REGISTRATION: 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. Pre-registration * $3.00; registration
fee on day of the race is $4.00.
COURSE:A scenic rural run through the Lisbon Falls Countryside. This route 
includes some rolling hills. Maps will be available on the day of 
the race. Splits at the 1 & 3 mile marks. A water station will be 
available at the halfway point.
RACE DIRECTORS: Roland Trottier 
Timothy Mynahan 
Bob Gamache
353-8857 or 353-4031 
783-2131 or 353-4031 
353-9485
FACILITIES: Lisbon High School - use of locker rooms, showers & bathrooms. 
AWARDS CEREMONY: 10:00 a.m.
AWARDS: Male - Top 3 positions
12 years & under - first 2 
13-18 years - first 2 
19-29 years - first 2 
30-39 years - first 2 
40-49 years - first 2
Female - Top 3 positions 
12 years & under - first 2 
13-18 years - first 2 
19-29 years - first 2 
30-39 years - first 2 
40-49 years - first 2
Over 50 yrs - first finisher Over 50 yrs - first finisher
Additional Awards to the first finisher wearing a Frontier's Day T-Shirt, 
to the youngest finisher, oldest finisher, and to the first Lisbon resident 
to finish. Also awards will go to the first Jaycee to finish and the first 
Jaycee Chapter to finish.
I!!!!!!!!! FREE COLORFUL RACE T-SHIRTS TO THE FIRST ^0 ENTRANTS! • I!!!’.’!! 
FREE POST RACE REFRESHMENTS provided by Mark's Fast Foods & Groceries, Inc.
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I for myself, my heirs, ad-
ministrators, and assigns hereby waive and release any and all rights and 
claims of any nature that I may have against the sponsors of this race.
NAME__________________________________ D. 0. B.____________TEL:_________________
STREET_____________________________ CITY______________STATE ZIP________
SIGNATURE__________________ __________ (under 18 signed by parent or guardian)
T-Shirt Size: S M L XL (Circle One) Male Female (Check One)
Jaycee Member__________ Name of Jaycee Chapter______________________________
Mail this entry form and fee (payable to Lisbon Recreation Department) to 
LISBON RECREATION DEPARTMENT, P.0. Box #38, Lisbon Falls, ME 04252 on or 
before Wednesday, June 15, 1983.
"FAIRFIELD’S FIRST"
RATIONAL JUNIOR OLYMPIC FUND RAISING
1OK ROAD RACE AND FUN RUN
N> + .Cl
xjpy
COME ONE, COME ALL, HELP RAISE MONEY TO SEND CHILDREN TO THE NATIONAL 
JUNIOR OLYMPICS
SPONSORS: NEW BALANCE, COKE, JOSEPH CLOTHING
DATE: JUNE 1$, 19^3, THAT’S FATHER’S DAY, JUNE 19th
TIME: 10:00 A.M.
PLACE: Lawrence High School parking lot just off Western Ave,, 
Fairfield, Maine.
ENTRY FEE: $3.00 for the 10K,
$1,00 for the 1 mile FUN RUN
REGISTRATION: 8?00 A.M. to 9:45 A.M. the day of the race or you can 
mail your registration in today.
Trophy to the first male and first female to finish. Prizes to the
top three finishers in men and women’s age groups: 13 and under, 
14-18, 19-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50 and over. Top three finishers 
in the FUN RUN, plus the youngest finisher will receive a prize.
Showers and bathrooms are available at Lawrence High School? awards 
following the races at the high school cafeteria? refreshments will 
be available free to all runners. There will also be a concession 
stand.
Return entry form with fee to DIRECTOR:
Linnie Gousse, 6 Brooks St., Fairfield, Maine 04937, Tel. 453-9086
COMPLETE RESULTS WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE MAINE RUNNING.
Please Print
NAME:_______________
ADDRESS _______ _
CITY S TAT E______ ZI P_
AGE SEX ___ FUN RUN____lOK
ENTRY BLANK
In consideration of the acceptance
----- of this entry form, I hereby, for
___ myself, my heirs, my executors and
administrators: waive and release
----- any and all rights and claims for
__ _ damages or injury I may incur
against the directors and sponsors 
of this event.
SIGNATURE (Parents’ if under 18)
Peter Ott’s Tavern 
Steakhouse
PRESENTS
THE SECOND ANNUAL CAMDEN 10K FOOT RACE
The most scenic coastal race 
in the State of Maine
*Chronomix computer timing *Visual digital readout
Where: Peter Ott’s Tavern and Steakhouse, Bayview Street, Downtown Camden
When: Sunday, June 5, 1983
Time: Race starts at 11 a.m. sharp!
Awards at 1 p.m.
Fee: Pre-entry $5.00
Post $6.00
Registration: Send check or money order to: Peter Ott’s Camden 10k
PO Box 756
Camden, Me. 04843 (207) 236-4032
Day of the race: 9 - 10:30 a.m.
*Free T-shirts to the first 250 entrants*
Awards: To first male and female in the following age group categories:
17 & under 18-24 25-35 36-46 47 & over
Course records: Men's
Women's
Mike Gaige 
Karen McCann
31:25
38:23
Course description: A coastal view of beautiful Camden Harbor on gently
rolling paved roads, with one short dirt section. Enjoy the fresh ocean
air. Excellent traffic control... splits at 1 and 3.1 mile marks... aid
stations at 2 and 4 mile marks.
Race Director: Bill Hughes
—----------------------- ----------- Entry Form-----------------------------------
In consideration of acceptance of this entry, I, for myself, my heirs and assigns 
waive and release any and all claims for personal damages I may have against the 
persons and officials of this race.
Parent if under 18 Signature
Name :_______________________________________________ Phone :
Address :_______________________________________ Age :______________ Sex:_____________
Zip:
Shirt size M XLLS
Sri Chinmoy
5 K Race
May 21,1983
START: Saturday, May 21, 8 a.m.
Brunswick High School, Spring Street entrance
SERVICES TO RUNNERS: Splits and aid at mile 
markers. Fiat, wheel-measured course. Post-
race awards and free refreshments. 
Certification pending.
CATEGORIES: Open up to 39 (5 places), 40 - 49,
50 - 59, 60 & over.
ENTRY FEE: $3.00 Pre-entry by phone 729-5825. 
Registration on race day will be at the 
starting line 7:00 - 7:45 a.m.
FOR INFORMATION & PRE-REGISTRATION:
Call 729-5825.
Sponsored by the Sri Chinmoy Marathon Team 
40 Main St. Topsham, ME. 04086 * 729-5825
GREAT SPRING CLEAN-UP ROAD RACE
WHERE: East Millinocket - Park by Opal Myrick School.
WHEN: May 21, 1983 at 10:00 a.m. - 1 miler first with
5 miler directly after.
SPONSORS: East Millinocket Recreation Department and
Great Northern Paper Company.
REGISTRATION: $3.00 - includes T-shirt and ribbon.
AWARDS: Trophies to division winners - Men and women.
DIVISIONS: Male and Female - 14 and under 30-39 
15-19 40-49
20-29 50 and over
COURSE INFORMATION: Course description on reverse side 
of application.
SHOWERS AVAILABLE
"COMPLETE RESULTS WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE"
Send pre-registration and self addressed stamped envelope 
to:
East Millinocket Recreation Department 
%Frank Clukey 
Main Street
East Millinocket, Maine 04430
NAME: SEX: F M
ADDRESS:__________________________________ AGE:
In consideration of this being accepted, I for myself, my 
heirs and assigns hereby waive and release any rights and 
claims I may have against the sponsors of this race.
SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________
SIGNATURE OF PARENT IF UNDER 18 ________________________________
I
9th ANNUAL
LITE BEER PAUL BUNYAN MARATHON
RACE DETAILS
DATE: Saturday, July 16, 1983, 6:00 A.M. sharp.
START: Dutton Street, Bangor, Maine, behind Paul Bunyan statue.
ENTRY FEE: $7 preregistration only. Postmarked no later than July 10, 1983—non-refundable.
ELIGIBILITY: Open to all who have trained sufficiently for 26-mile 385-yard footrace.
COURSE: Point to point through urban and rural areas. Race begins in downtown Bangor and 
finishes at the fieldhouse at the University of Maine at Orono. Course TAC certified.
COURSE RECORDS: Henri Bouchard 2:25:50/Karen Dunn 2:41:03.
WATER STOPS: Water and ERG stations every 2-21/2 miles.
TEMPERATURE: Average mid-morning temperatures in mid 80’s with high humidity.
MEDICAL: Ambulance attendants on duty on course and at finish line.
DIVISIONS: Men and Women open, 30-39, 40-49, 50+ ,oldest finisher, team awards (3-member 
minimum).
Open class Race Walking.
AWARDS: T-shirts to all advance registrants. Certificates to all finishers. Awards to numerous 
individuals finishing well in their divisions. Ceremony 11:00 A.M. at finish line.
LODGING: Reduced rate at Holiday Inns of Bangor. Limited number of dormitory rooms at
University of Maine at Orono on first-come, first-served preregistered, prepaid basis on 
July 15 only. Other hotel information upon request.
ACCOMMODATIONS: Showers and changing facilities located in University of Maine at Orono fieldhouse.
TRANSPORTATION: Bus service from the dormitory and the finish line to the start will be provided at 5:00 
A.M. to those who check proper box on application.
Bus service provided after race from finish line to the start at 9:30 A.M., 10:30 A.M. 
and after awards ceremony. Sweatsuits transported to finish from start upon request.
PRE-RACE ACTIVITIES: Pasta buffet 5-7 P.M. Holiday Inn (nominal charge). Hospitality Suite and 
packet pickup 7-11 P.M. Holiday Inn, 500 Main Street, Bangor.
POST-RACE ACTIVITIES: Refreshments at finish line. Awards ceremony at finish line. Pool party 1:00 P.M.
Holiday Inn, Odlin Road, Bangor, for all runners. Cash refreshments.
CUT HFRF
1983 LITE BEER PAUL BUNYAN MARATHON 
Saturday, July 16, 1983
Gilman Falls Rd. OLD TOWN
University of Maine 
140’
26.21875 M I
College Ave.
ORONO
Not to scale
20M l—Approximate mile marks
BANGOR
Harlow St. 
SAC Central St. 
Main St.
p
140’—above sea level
----- > —direction of course
Street names
LITE BEER 
PAUL BUNYAN
Marathon
Dutton St.
50’ START
6:00 A.M.
BANGOR, MAINE
Hosted by: Bangor Jaycees 
Race Director: Lee Sumner
Complete results printed in Maine Running
Please sign your application, including your entry fee and dorm room fee (if applicable) and a self-addressed stamped 
envelope for confirmation.
Detach application and mail to: MR. LEE SUMNER 
141 Thornton Road 
Bangor, Maine 04401
Make check payable to: BANGOR JAYCEES
Everything1 (
LITE BEER
PAUL BUNYAN MARATHON
you always 'll HEADQUARTERS
wanted 
in a beer.
Ute
And less. 12 Ft OZS
500 Main Street Bangor, Maine 
947-8651
LITE BEER PAUL BUNYAN MARATHON
P. O. BOX 891
BANGOR, MAINE 04401
CVAsS
TO: _________________________________________
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Check one Marathon □ Race Walk □
Name _____________________________________________ Male □ Female □
Add ress____________________________________________ Zi p_______________
Date of Birth ___________ Age (on 7/16/83)______Telephone________________
Best Marathon Time_________________ Team Nartie_______________________
1980-1983
Best Race Walk Time___________________ Distance________________________
Pre-race Bus Service yes □ 
Post-race Bus Service yes □ 
Dorm Room single $10.50 □ 
T-shirt Size SM □ MED □
no □ 5 A.M. pickup at dormitory and finish line to START,
no □ 9:30 A.M., 10:30 A.M. and after awards to START only
double $18.00 □
LG □ XL □
WAIVER: I hereby waive and release any and all rights and claims for damages I may have against any 
sponsors and officials of the Lite Beer Paul Bunyan Marathon for any and all injuries suffered 
by me in said event. I attest and verify that I am physically fit and have sufficiently trained 
for this event.
Signature _______________________________________
Signature _______________________________________
PARENT/GUARDIAN IF APPLICANT UNDER AGE 18 YRS. OLD
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO BANGOR JAYCEES.
FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE
Do you want to reach a great many 
runners without a great deal of hassle? 
Why not put your race application in 
Maine Running Magazine. Here's all you 
do:
Send us 700 flyers by the 20th of 
the month prior to the issue you want 
your flyer to appear in and a check 
for $15. If the statement "Complete 
Results Will Be Published In Maine 
Running Magazine" appears on the 
flyer only send $12. Or...send us
one photo ready copy of your flyer 
and $50 and we'll print it for ya.
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING
The advertising rates in Maine 
Running are down-right incredible.
a full page $50 a month; $500 per year 
half page $30 a month; $300 per year 
page $17.50 a month; $175 per year
There are special rates for 3 month;
6 month and mixed packages as well. 
Professional lay-out rates are extra.
^^§:hronomix
The only way to handle large race fields. 
$50 per race
Where can I pick up a copy of Maine Running
If anyone ever asks you where they too can 
get a copy of Maine Running Magazine, steer 
them to one of the following stores:
♦OLYMPIA SPORT IN SOUTH PORTLAND
♦THE GOOD SPORTS IN BRUNSWICK
♦THE ATHLETIC ATTICS
♦BANGOR MALL
♦AUBURN MALL
♦PETER WEBBER IN WATERVILLE
♦HASKELL & CORTHELL IN CAMDEN
♦JAMES BAILEY CO. IN PORTLAND
♦GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING GOODS
♦OLD TOWN
♦ROCKLAND 
♦PRESQUE ISLE 
♦BANGOR
♦AUBURN
♦HASKELL'S SPORTING GOODS IN BAR HARBOR
♦WILLEY'S IN ELLSWORTH
♦LIFE SPORTS OF ELLSWORTH
♦NORTHERN LIGHTS IN FARMINGTON
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MR?
All you need to do is send the bottom part of this page to the address on the title 
page along with a check for $15 and we'll send you the magazine for a year.
*
Name:
Address:________________________________________
_________________________ Zip___________
Make checks payable to
main  ei  zi i iiiTiTiirrr^
- - -
They’re in the
ATTIC!
NOW IN STOCK 
BCL PEGASUS
(Mens & Womens Trainer)
jg DON’T FORGET . . 
R«! We Mail Order, Too!
VISA, MASTERCARD, 
C.O.D. or CASH in advance.
BILL RODGERS • DOLFIN • NEW BALANCEGREAT SELECTION OF RUNNING WEAR: ADIDAS
THE ATHLETIC ATTIC and NIKE have teamed up to help bring you THE ATHLETIC ATTIC 5-MILE 
RACE to be held Way 7; 8 a.m. New five-mile course, t-shirts, trophies. Entries are limited, so stop in 
any ATHLETIC ATTIC for an application soon.. While in Bangor for the race, stop in at the ATTIC
BANGOR MALL
Skip Howard 
(207) 947-6880
AUBURN MALL
Paul Hammond 
(207) 786-2507
METHUEN MALL 
Peter Brigham 
(617)683-5069
